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Tuesday Morning, March 10,
Letter from the State

1863.

Capital.

Sow I suppose that a large proportion of the
the North have more or
less of an aversion to the society of negroes.
They feel it far more than the slaveholders do.
This instinctive aversion to negroes may be
wrong; but I do not profess to be free from it,
and I must confess a similar disgust and aversion toward low, ignorant and dirty foreigners,
and also to the same class among the native
Americans, and with the additional conviction
that they are more excusable. I should not
wish any of these for bedfellows, or for matrimonial connections. I could, if needful, so far
overcome my repugnance as to associate with
them from a desire to elevate them. But it
would be a matter of principle, and not of
taste.
I do not suppose our Saviour associated with publicans and sinners because, as a
matter of taste, he preferred them as companions.
But however unwilling I might be to stand
on terms of social equality with the low, vulgar and unkempt from the old world, or the
new, I do not believe it would be right to enslave them; to buy and sell them like cattle.
Many of them have fled from |>overty and oppression. to And a refuge here. They have my
good will—my best wishes, that they may improve in all respects, become free from the low
vices which long oppressions have engendered,
and secure for themselves and their posterity
that intellectual and moral elevation which
they lack.
So with the slaves. As a class they are ignorant and addicted to the low vices, which
are commonly and almost necessarily Incidental to slavery. As a matter of taste I would
not wish to mingle with them in the social nr
domestic relations of life. But I do not wish
to see them oppressed and denied all chance
for improvement. I believe it is as wicked to
enslave them, as any other class of human beings; as wicked to oppress, abuse or despise
them, as it would be the poor and degraded
among ourselves, for in general they are not
nan a> guniy.
him i. sn-ins w net portion oi
our army in the Held, who have no principle
in the matter; they dislike negroes and therefore abuse them, without auy regard to what
is just and right. In general, I presume, those
who do so belong to a low class at home, and
are glad to And somebody whom they regard
as below them, somebody over whom
they can
show their power.
There is a constant effort on the part of
many papers and politicians to mislead the
public in this matter. The New York Herald
and the more respectable Journal of Commerce (if the hypocrite is more respectable
than the debauchee) are continually changing
the issue, arguing tbe question of emancipation as though it were a question whether the
ignorant slaves shall be put upon a social and
equality with the educated and intelligent whites. Of course these editors know
bettor. But they dare not take tho naked
question of emancipation on its own simple
merits, and argue against it. They would
not like to affirm that the colored man ought
to be held as a chattel, and denied all personal rights—the right of the husband to his wife,
of parents to their children, and of women to
their chastity—making all these things dependent on the mere will of the owner. So
they dodge the real question, and talk about
social and political equality. They seek to inflame the prejudices of oursoldierrand people,
and enlist their prejudices in favor of slavery.
And tlio country is suffering in consequence,
and will, I fear, suffer yet a great while longer, until we are willing to be juM to the poor
anti degraded, and though we may not as a
matter of taste be fond of negro society.
L.

Lively Scenes at the Capital—Sharp Debate—
Great Rejoicing
Slaughter of Traitors
there among the friends of the Union.
Augusta, March 7, 1863.
To the Editor qf the Press :
Thii hat been a week at the Capital, pregnant with stirring event*. The session drawing rapidly to a close naturally produces considerable excitement and sharpness in debate
among the members; but within the last lew
days this has been mneb accelerated by the
—

action on the
resolves on national affairs.”
The three days’ tpeech of Hon. F. O. J. Smith,
made last week, and full of treasonable and
other pestilential matter, has been much spoken of in the papeh and elsewhere, and I will
not comment upon It. It is sufficient to say
that it waa raak poison to the body politic;
and that Mr. Kingsbury showed it up in good
style, and also commented upon Mr. Smith
and some of his vacillations in a free and easy
way, which did not suit the gentleman from
Westbrook. So the tocsin wss sounded far
and wide by the Copperhead gentry, Mr. Smith
would at bis leisure go through the plesssul
performance of skioniug Mr. Kingsbury; and
aa admission was bee,and man delights in
cruelty, it was fair to presume, that, there
wontd be a large audieuce to witness the removal of
epidermis.
In this effort, made on Wednesday afternoon,
Mr. Smith administered the terrible flagellation, of which the world had been so fully advertised for several days. He reiterated his
treasonable doctrines, and gloried in them
He raked over the smouldering emanew.
bers of Mr. Kingsbury’s life for thirty years,
and found that he had undertaken an unprofitable task, In that respect. He strove to damage bis antagonist in that way, without effect
But a great point had been gained by that
abortive effort at removing a man’s skin in this
inclement season. It left Mr. Smith exposed
to the danger of losing his owu bide. It opened a door in the debate which conld not be
closed till Westbrook’s representative passed
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OTHER SAFE.

cundum artem. It did not need “to be continued;” it closed about noon: and the large
audience, who seem to have fallen in love with
anatomical dissections, retired immeasurably
gratified with the artistic operations of Doctor Kingsbury.
There was another skinning operation in
the Senate this week, which is worth noting.
Two such operations in one week seldom occur in the same city.
This that I allude to
now, was done on Mr. Wiggin, Senator from
York. He undertook to “run a muck” on
Senator Spring of your city, for his free speech
in regard to certain secessionists among you.
As though It is not patent, that there are creatures of this species all about, ready to laugh
and jeer when a battle goes against us, and
even hoping, and showing it too, that the
North shall be forced to sue for peace at the
hand: of the villainous rebels of the South.
Well, the skin of Mr. Wiggin hangs in the ante-room of the Senate Chamber. It was tough,
but it had to come off. Spring and Roberts of
Waldo used the scalpel, and he who went into
the debate so bold and rampant, came out aa
Meek as a lamb, having been compelled to anwer certain question put la such a way that
he could not escape them.
Mr. Spring is entitled to much credit for
putting Mr. Wiggin through. He assumed
once to drive your Senator from the track,
but instead thereof, he found his own baggage
train in the mud.
These two affairs have been the two enlivening points in the legislative history ot the last
few days. One point has been illustrated,
which it is well enough to have defined; and
that is, that these
gentry” cannot
attempt in this Legislature, to ride over our
best Union men with impunity. I predict It
won’t be tried on again this year. The Re-
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publicans
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over
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events.

Sa.oab.aboc.
Principle

and Taste In Reference to the

Negro.
To the Edtton of the Preee:
There are many who seem to suppose, that
a man who is
opposed to slavery and desires
its abolition, must of course be fond ot ne-
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BECAUSE—The contents are
protected at every point, with a
non conducting substance!
IIa»o more Fire-Proof
Filling!
Are more evenly filled !

The walls are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought iron !
Are unequalled in Material of
which they are built!
In care and manner of putting
together and filling!
Can Ik* made to any size!
Are Drv!
Cannot be bloWn open !

long

groes, fond of their society; that he has a high
opinion of their moral ana intellectual character; that he would like a negro for a bedfellow, and would be willing that his son oi
daughter should marry one; that If not will
ing for this, he is inconsistent and hypocritical
in his anti-slavery professions.
They apparently regard it as merely a matter of taste.
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EDDY,
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PATENTS,

Agent of V. & Patent Other. Washington,
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THE JIARLAND PATENT,
MANUFACTURED IT

Tremont Safe and Machine

Company.

Chari.ee Burst, Trear
ANSON HARDY, Agent.
Warehouse, 33 School Street, Boston.

II. L.

DAVIS,

S3 Exchange Street
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Portland,
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secure

Stales;

Commission

Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Spec-ideations, Bonds.
Assignments,and all Papers or Drawings lor Patents,

executed on liberal terms, and with despatch
Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of t he claims of
auy
Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New
England. but through It inventors have advantag s for
securing Patents, or ascertaining the patentability of
invention*, unsurpassed by. if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below
given prove that none is

MtfRI. SLCCESSFL'L AT THE PATENT OFFICE
*"d “ SUCCESS IS THE BEST
nSmsIwfi!!1
I ROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND
ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to
believe,
and can prove, that at no other offioe of the kiutl
are the charges for
services so moderate
profet-ional
The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection or specifications and official decisions relalive to patent*.
These, benide* hi* extensive library of legal and
mechanical work*,and full accounts o('patent*
granted in the United State* and Europe, roude him able
bevond question, to offer superior facilities for obtaining patent*.

of a tourney to Washington, to procure a patent, and the usual
great delay there, are
here saved inventor*.
AU

necessity

TIRTIKOIIALI.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioner* with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patent*.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a persou more competent and
trusttporthy, and more capable of putting their apiu a form to secure for them an
early and
favorable consideration at the I’ateut office."

plication-

EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN
applications, on all but oil of whioh patents have been
granted, and that is now pending. 8uch unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his
part

leads me to recommend all inventors to
Apply to him
to procure their
patents, as they may be aure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable
charge*

JOHN TAGGART.
During eight months, the subscriber, in course of
Ills large practice, made on
twice rejected applieaU'EA 1.8, EV Kit YON K or which
a wh\A
»y the L unimisaiuner of
22S.!!? d d in
^
B H-

jauSeodly

$335,000.
Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or wlieu for whole life, they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken In ono
risk, is

• 15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be
after.

paid in ten years—no forfeiture

merchants,

AMD WHOLE* A LB DEALER* IH

rouciea are issued on the life, or for a term of years,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may
t.wir debtors on time.
**
dv obtect Is to call attention to the fact that a
aud safest
poller >t Life Insurance is the

of
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Company,

William)New York,
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June 23.
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1ST OTIOE.

Stamps.

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
ray office. No. i»2 Commercial street; and the
public will be oxpectedto use them on and after this

date. (January 1. 1HG3.)
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Janl2
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until

re-

Form qf Guarantee.
■-

•12,768,780

best manner, at the

Meals at all hours, cooked to order.
-A Lao—

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT
0. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Hotel, No. 117 Federal 8treet, Portland

Shades,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banners, Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

TO

ORDER.

STORK SHADES, of all dimennion,, made, letter
ed and put up at short notice,

AT STONE HAM'S,
No. 168 1-2 Middle Rt.
declS eodSm

Portland,

-.

——

the said-shall fait

eater into coutract, as
aforesaid, we guarantee to make good the difference
between tbe offer of tbe said-and that which
may be accepted.

TRUSTEE!.
Joho D. Jone«.
Charles Dennis,
W. H H. M »ore,
Tho*. Tilwton,
Henry Coit,

A. P

Pillot,

Jos. Halliard, Jr.,
Ileur Burgy,
Miller, CorueiiasGrinneil,
S. T. XieoH,
C. A Hand.
Josh'a J Henry, Watts Sherman,
W.C. Pickeragill, tieo tj .Hobson, E. E Morgan,
Lewis Curtis.
David lame,
B. J llowlau l,
Chas. H. Russell. James Brvce,
BenJ. Babcock.
Lowell Holbrook, Win Sturgis, Jr., FletchcrWestray,
P. A. Hargous,
H. K. bogert.
R. B. Mnturn.Jr
A. A. Low,
t». W Burnham,
Meyer Cans,
Roval Ph'Ips,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauucey,
Caleb Baratow.
Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. J »NES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice l’resident
W. U. H. MOORE, 2d Vice Prec't.

M.Wiley, J.
Leroy
Dau’18.

Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES

procured by

JOHN W. m:\UER,
Ho. 168 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

Signatures

Me.

to

of two

guarantors,

Date.
Witness.

j£

^

Agent.
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Extract from

law of the United State*, approved
July 17. 1862.
be it further enacted. That do eonor order, or any internet therein, shall be trans| tract,
ferred by the
party or parties to whom such contract
j or or*‘er may be given to auv other party or parties,

Sec. 14.

a

A nd

and that auy such trau»fer shall cause the annulment
! of the contract or order transferred so far as the
Uuited States are concerned Provided, That all the
Ieb9 Iraed IlmeodA w6t3i
rights of action are hereby reserved to the Uuited
States for any breech of such contract by the contracting party or parties.
Sec 16. And be it further enacted. That whenever
or THE CONDITION OF THE
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, arras, ammunition, munitions of war, and for everv descripnas*a»oil Insumute
tion of supplies for the Armv or Navy of the United
States shaif be lound guilty
a court martial of
OF Sl’BiXGFIELD. MASS..
fraud or willful neglect of duty, be shall be punished
fine, imprisonment, or such other punishment as
by
Sot. 1.18Si—in conformity with the Lam of the
the court martial shall adjudge; and any person who
State of Maine.
shall contract to furnish supplies of any kind or description for the Armv or Navv, he shall be deemed
and taken as a part of the land or naval forces of the
Amount of Capital Stock, all paid up,
8154.400 00
Uuited States for which he shall contract to tarnish
Amouut of Surplus over Capital,
16.214 99
said supplies, and be subject to the rules and regulations tor the government of the land and naval forces
8166,216 99
of the United States.
A RUSTS or THE COMPANY.
I
Cash on hand.
86.7W 04
The following are the classes required at the reCash in • auds of Agents, Ac., 6.8 0 22
C ity Dubuque Bond,
spective Navv lards:
1U2 44
The followi'ug are tJie classes under Bureau* gf
Interest accrued and unpaid,
2.866 98
United States 7 3-10 Treasury
Equipment and Hecruiting.
N«»tes.
2.620 00
KITTRRY.
Debts secured by mortgage,
63.700 00
Class G, Cooking Utensils.
Loan* on personal security,
1.500 00
"
Leather.
K,
Bauk Stock, a* per schedule,
79.870 00
'*
'*
L. llose.
Railroad Stock,M
10.869 00
N, Hunting.
Bills Receivable,
124 09
Lanterns.
O,
Office furniture, library. Ac.,
996 27
’*
166,216 99
Q, Sperm Oil.
AMOUNT or LIABILITIES.
*'
8,
Stationery.
Losses adjusted aud due—None.
CHARLES TOWH
Losses adjusted aud uot due—None.
Class G, Cooking Utensils.
Losse unadjusted,
86,996 78
J. Flax and Cotton Twine.
All other claims against the
;

Portland, Maine

CONDENSED STATEMENT

Company,

Company—None.

Fire Risks still in force,

87,776.872
CHAPIN, President.
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.
W.

Massachusetts,
County of Hampden,

Stats

or

1
J

by

*’

**

"

"

SFKIMOriKLD, Nov. 21st. 1862.

Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. Chaaud 8. J. Hall, be lore me.
E. Freeman.
Justice of the Peace.

K, Leather.
L, Hose.
M, Brushes.
N, Bunting.
Q. Sperm Oil.
8, Stationery.
T, Fire Wood.
X, Whale Oil.

’ompany have
860,000—making it
Losses adjusted and promptly paid by

their Capital

increased

8200,000

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,
No. 162 1-2 Fore Street,
ITead of Long Whatf.
feblSeodlm

Desires

DR. WALTER R.J0HHS0H

DENTIST,

call the attcntlou of persons in want ol
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest
improvements
n that department of
dentistry, lately invented by
him. He would be ham>y to explain its
advantages,
and show specimens of it. to any who
may fhvorhim
with a call. He also continues to fit teeth on Gold
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth filled
by him
are warranted to be as useial and durable as
If they
7
had never decaved.
2291 Congress street, two door* west ol
New City Hall and Court House.
febft 2meod
to

vCF"Dffice

Oiiardimi's Male.
be sold at private sale, or
public auction,
by order of the lion. Judge of Probate within
for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday

WILL

and
March the 16th

day, in the A. M 11 o’clock, *t the
Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Coundwelling
ty, Guardian of Elias M.. George B., Asa F., and Arthur R. Jacobs, minors and heirs of Elias Jacobs
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the
following reai
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and
subject to
the life estate of Eliza Fickett, to wit: five-seventh
parts of three acres of laud situated in Stroudwater
village, in common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh parts of said land, aud situated in the
rear
of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLEN JACOBS. Guardian.
Also, at the saumfimeaud place will be sold the
one-seventh part of said land owned bv Ellen Jacobs
and all the life estate of Elixa Fickett of
aforesaid
>»ndihbao dlawiw

**

*•
M

CHARLESTOWF.

attention rfren to CUTTOlO u4
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOVS’ GARMENTS, bp

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs: 3, White Oak Promiscuous Timber: 4, White Oak Plank; 6, Yellow
Pine Logs; 11, White Pine Logs, Plank, and Boards;
18, Ash
and Plank; 24, Brushes; 25. Iron; 26,
*8teei; 27. Iron Spikes: 28. Iron Nails; 9U. Lead; 81,
Ziuo and Tin; 36. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paiuts; 88.
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch and Roain; 44, I- ish Oil.

Logs

BROOKLYX.

Class No. 1, White Oak Logs-. 2, White Oak Keel
Pieces; 8. White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White
Oak Plank; 10, White Pine Mast Timber; 11. White
Piue; 14, Ash Oars; 15, Hickory, Butts, and Handspikes; 16. B'ack Walnut. Cherry; 21. Cedar: 25.
Iron; 28, Steel; 27, Iron Spikes;'28, Irou Nails,
(wrought, cut); 8), Lead; 81. Zinc. Tin; 33. Hardware: 84. Tools tor Stores; 81; White Lead: 8?,Zioo
Paints; 38.Colored Paiuts; 89.Linseed Oil; 41.Glass;
44, Filth Oil. Tallow. Soap; 46, Miscellaneous, Dry
Goods, Hair Cloth, and Ship Chandlery.
PHILADELPHIA.

Class No. 6, Yellow Pine Plank Stock Logs; 11,
White Pine Logs; 18. Ash Logs and Plank; 16. MaBlill

u

*.«?-

Boards; 19, Locust Timber; 22. LignumviUe; 24.
Brush**; 25. Iron: 28. Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 34.
Tools for Sto es; 36. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paiut; 38,
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39, Linseed Oil, Turpentine.
Varnish; 41. Glass: 43. Bitch, Rosin, Ac; 44. Fish
Oil, Tallow, Hosp; 44, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,uair
Cloth, and gbip Chandlery for construction.

No. lOO Commercial Street,

noun rnoer.

Varnish;

43.

41, Glass;
Pitch,
Chain Iron; 46, Ship Chandlery.
Kutine,
febl9 dlaw4w

A. D. REEYES,
•
tnltor,
•8 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portlnnd. An*. 6.188*.
dip
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO„
WHOLWltl

•IMS, in STim, CLASS IAU,
FLUID, XEH08XXE OIL, *o„
SS Coaaercial Street, Tktwu Block,
JnOMBwIp

PORTLAND. ME.

JORH T. BOBERS St

SEALED
of

articles of subsistence stores.to be delivered at Camp
“Abraham Liucotn,” near Portland, for the use of
the 7th
of Maine Volunteers, from time to
time, aod in such quantities as mar be required, of
which timely notice will be given the successful bidder, viz;
5 barrels Mem Pork.
13 barrels Mess Beef.
25 barrels Flour.
Hard Bread, in barrels.
1500
12 bushels Beaus, in bags or barrels.
500 pounds Rice, in bags or barrels.
275 pounds Coffee, roasted and ground, iu barrels.
*'
25
Tee.
"
750
“Cofee Crushed 8ugar, in barrels.
60 gallons Vinegar.
46 pounds Adamantine Candles.
200
Soap.
36 bushels Potatoes.
60 gallons Molasses, in barrels.
3 bushels halt.
The subsistence must be of the best quality, and be

Regiment

pounds

subjected

to

inspection.

reserves the right to Increase, not
hundred per cent., the amount of any
or all of the articles specified, by
giving three days
notice to the successful bidder, and reject all bids. If
Ae deems them nnsatisfactory.
Endorse “Proposals lor Subsistence.”
THOM. C. J BAILT,
1st Lieut. 17th Iirfaotry. A. A. C. 8.
Head Quarters Volunteer Hecruiting Sen ice, I
Augusta, Mk March 2.1868.
I
roch3 tmcli9

The

undersigned

exceeding

one

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
AMD

Q M C. S. A., I
Port Preble. Maine, Feb 4th, 1948. |
PR >P03ALS will be received at thia
oft! ye until
March 14th. 1948. at 12 o'clock M-, for (500) five hundred cords of hard, seasoned.merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cable feet to the cord. The wood to be dellv.
ered on the wharf at Fort Preble ia lots of 60 cords
or
as mav be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or bofbr# tbs first
of
next.
day
May
for less than fifty cords will be ro-

SEALED

A

A

Monday.

upwards,

proposal must be accompanie d by the names
responsible persons to euter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for fur-

wood to the oommaud at Fort Preble.”
The Quartermaster reserves the right to reject any
all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the
ter General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN.
Dt Lieut. 17th Infautr.. R. Q. M U. 8. A.
feb7 dtd

or

Quartermas-

THE

doing

men were on the battle-field in Maryland,
all
that Christian
could devise tor the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice. ami many a wounded soldier owe# his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murfreesboro, t wentv-fonr meu were despatched from the
various Young Men’s Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with do other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience the conviction that they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set bv our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and bis soul tbe object of bis doctrine.
Mouey is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Doustious of money, bibles, tracts, oaagaxines, religious newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all or which can be seut to the
oAceof Dr. Walter R. Johnsox, 22t»j Congress
street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may lie assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy soldier*.
Henry H. Burgees. Andrew J. Chase. Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker, Walter R. Johnson, Army Commit tee af Young Men’s Christian Association.
feb4 2tu

dying.

sympathy

PrtdMe

PORTLAND. Ms.
EOOIRS.

C1AI.I. KOOUtl.

SB Coate,

janltm

Pants, Vests,

Jackets,
Ladies' Riding Habit*, Ac.,

Jk.

Cat, aide and trimmed by

A. D. BEEVES,

Taller,

M

EXCHANGE STREET,
Portland. Aogaot*. 1MB.
dly

“Home

Again!”

under,!,ntd would inform hi. old friaado
and the public, that alter an abaeaca or twenty,
■re rear,, be ha, returned to hie native place and
purchancd of Mr. Tbomai Richard, hie internet ia

THE

Washington Street Bakery,

whato will be manufoetared the variate, of BREAD
found in dmilarcetabliehmenU; and be hope,, be
eloaa application to baaiaoce. and aa endeavor to

plnaee.to

merit

there of

patronage.
M. B RADISH.
GOOD TAMIL T FLOUR by the barrel, or in loot
a

quantities__

dooStf

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
unuemn op

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
in ITttT MSCUffiM If IMIIHBI,
Cock*. Valve*. PI pea and Conneottoaa, Whale*
•ole or Retail.

steam

STEAM AND

OAS FITTING,

Don* ia the baa. manner
Works B Union St., and 339 a SSfl Tots Bt.,
JaMdtf
PORTLAND. ME.

WILLIAM

A. PEABCE,
PLUMBER,
—

aun op—

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CLOSETS,

No. 13d Excbapsi STaan, Fobtlapd, Me.
Worm, Cold and Shower Balkt, Wath Bowlt, Prui
and Silver Plated Cocke.
L’VtRT Deacriptioa of Water Fixtar* for DwellEd lag Hoaaea. Hotel,, Public Building*. Ship*. Be.,
arranged nod act op ia tho beet manner, and all order, in town or country faithfully executed. All

Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipe* and Sheet Lead,
Pompe of all kind,.
joljWdly

kind, or

and Beer

D.

REEVES,

The Taller,
—

NEW

ba* Jtrrr bbtvbbbd

YORK

noa

AND

—

BOSTON,

With (large and well (elected Stock of

Cloths, Cusimeres sad Vestings!
Alno

a

fall aaaortmenl of

Military

Cloths,

Aad la prepared to moke them op ei abort notice.
Call nad See,

AT No. 06 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept. »», 1M.
dtf

-wamt ran-

Best

Ambrotype

Photograph,

or

not Ml to call at No. 27 Market Sqaare, whore
thertake fEKKECT LIKENESSES, and warrant tatiaAction, at pricer Thick defy competiUea.

DO

N.B.—Large Ambrotypea owl, /yteew (Mala.
TRASK A LEWIS,
37 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
July 14th. IMS.
dtf

JOHN LYNCH * CO-

■Wholesale

Ghrooers,

AID-

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STORES_COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Oppoalto head of Wldgery’i Whart)
Perllaad, Me.
iobb LTBoa,

raLio nans an,

rata, ltwob

JeSgdtf

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
TORE STREET, PORTLAND. MR

JeSSdtf

Spikes

supply

JanlO ’62 dlawly*

Oil.

Sub-mariue Engineer.
New Bedford, Mass.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
TOWH

AID

Corporation Bonds,
COUPONS,
Town Rotes and Orders,
WITH

T. Firewood.

AXD ALL OTHER

KIWD

OF

83, Hardware.
classes under the Bureau

m|

January lit. 1868.

Help for

Ike Sick and Wounded
s oldiera.
Armv Committee of the Portland Young
Men** Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to ail Christiana, and to ail other benevolent persons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
Christian Commission, in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wautsof our soldiers. It distributee its
stores by means of Christian men. who go among
the soldiers without pay, and give personally to those
who ue.-d. accompanying such distributions
by words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seventy such

IS

Ho. 189 Commercial Street,

Xo^ropossls

Each
of two

WHOLMALI OK1L1BI

Flour. ProrMsa*

PROPOSALS FOB WOOD.
or the

€•.,

Creneral

JOHH T

PROPOSALS will be received br the
undersigned. at Augusta, Me., until the 9th day
March, 1963, at 6 o’clock P. M.. for the following

DIALHI fB

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Uosin, Tar;

Proposals for Subsistence.

eodtf

Boys, Boys, Boys.

dar

WASHIKOTOV.
Class No. 11, White Pine Logs; 14. Ash Oars; 14,
Locust Butts; 24. Brushes; 25. Irou; 24, Steel; 83,
Hardware; 39, Colored Paints; 89. Linseed Oil, Tur-

AOnuon rare.

Portlnnd, February!. 1888.

America.man-

It, Snip Chandlery Ibr Stores and Equipments.
8. Stationery.
T, Firewood.

following are the
Steam Engineering:

—DiiLtnni»—

Flour, Heal, Grain and Feed,

ufactured by Usury Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and it now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to tit. These chains are made of an iron
peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, bv actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of scctioual area. Parties wishing good and reliable chaius will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kinds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging doue to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles ou a* favorable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Addrees HORACE I. CRANDALL.

washihotoh.

The

Oi Lime Street.

m

FROST * FRYE,

irrmY.

has been

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
"
U, Flax Cauvas.
I, Cotton Cauvas.
Twine.
J,
**
M. Brushes.
N,
Bunting and Dry Goods.
*'
O, Lanterns.
"
K, Leather.
R. Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipmsnts.
M
8. Stationery.
*'

ol

m

Class 4, White Oak Plank; 6. Yellow Pine Logs;
11, White Pine Plank and Boards; Id, Ash Plank
and Boards; 14, White Ash Oars: 16. Black Walnut
and Cherry; 17,Cypress; 23 Li gnu invite; 24.Bru«bes; 25, Iron; 26. Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28. Iron
Nalls; 30, Lead; 31. Zinc and Tin; 83. Hardware:
84.Tools for Stores; 36.White Lead; 87. Zinc Paints;
86. Colored Paints. Dryer; 80. Linseed Oil; 41.Glass;
44. Oil, Tallow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, fee.

undersigned
appointed Agent for
the sale of Marine Railway and other Chain*.
THE
In the United States and British North

PHILADELPHIA.

Sperm

m

CP" Entrance flrat Door north of the Feet Office.
Jno JO 8m

MARINE

G, Cooking Uteusils.
U, Flax Canvas.
J, Twine.
K, Leather.
L, Hone.
M, Brushes.
N, Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.
y* Sperm Oil.
H, ShipChaudlery.
T. Firewood.
48, Tar.

O,

OFFICE

Railway Chains and Track Irons.

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
U, Flax Canvas.
1, Cotton Cauvas.
M
J, Twine.
"
K, Leather.
**
L, Hose
M
N, Bunting and Dry Goods.
’*
M

PBOCTEB,

BROKER.

en-

Class A, boiler iron and rivets; C, lard oil; F, miscellaneous engineers'tools; K. leather; L, hoee; M,
brushes, fee; O. lanterns: O sperm oil; R, ship
chandlery; 8. stationery; T, firewood; 26 X, steel.
The following are the classes under Bureau of construction and Repair:

x

Real Estate and Ti rrrhsndtf

——

BROOKLTH.
Class

JOHN 0

WABHIFOTOF.

nishing

I herebv certify that the above named-are
known to me as m*-n of property, and able to make
good their guarantee.
Signature, G. H.
Date.
To be signed by the United States District Judge.
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Navy

BUSINESS CARDS.

PHILADELPHIA.

Class A, boiler iron ; F, miscellaneous tools for
gineers; Q, sperm oil; R. ship chandlery.

Orrioa

The undersigned,-, or
in the State of
and-of-. in tbe State ol -.
that
in
ease
the
guarantee
foregoing bid of
Jauuary, 1863.
1.740,000 {! herebyfor
any ol tun classes therein uamed be aohe
or
within
teu
they will,
days after the reT ital profits for 20) years.
•14.493,780 ! copied,
ceipt of the contracts the post office named, or Na*
The Certifica'cs previous to 1861, have
execute
tbe
contract for the
vy Agent designated,
beeu redeemed by cash.
10,278,660
same with good and sufficient sureties; and in case

jpjjgfr,

BEST AUB ANT.

Window

Mguature, A. B.
Date.
Wit nets.
The schedule which the bidder encloses must be
pasted to his offer, and each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article in the schedule the price mast
be set. the amount carried out, the aggregate footed
up for each class, and the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
tbe place where the articles are to be delivered, they
mast name iu their offer a person to whom orders on
them are to be delivered.

Dividrnd Jan. 27th, 1SC3, 40 per ct

Port]End, Feb. 13.1863.

P. M.

OYSTERS,

Hear II. S.
dec28 8in

--

deemed.

MILLER, Collector
Maine.

HEW TORE AMD VIRGINIA
Cooked in the

—

E# The whole Profits of the Company revert to
the assured, and are divided axsual.lt. upon the
•Pre miums terminated during the year, and for which

1st District .State of

ALBION

Which from a firm must be signed by all the members.
of —, in tbe State of —-—, hereby
I,
agree to furnish and deliver in the respective Navy
1 ards all the articles named in the classes hereunto
annexed, agreeably to tbe provisions of the schedules
therefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of Februarv 18. 1863
Should ray
oliter be aocepted, I request to be addressed at
and the contract sent to the Naw Agent at-, or
to
for signature and certificate.

•7,130,794 64

HT*Since Nov. 1st tho

A

When sold iu sum- less than one
required in Postal Currency.
Office Hours—9 to 12 j AM;

Form qf Offer.

—

!

by
paid

approved

pin

eodtf

Internal Revenue

1

Mortgages and other Loana.sundry

The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1842, to the 1st of
January, 1862. for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

will be
which

exceeding

Notes, re-insurance aud other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.888 53
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable,
2,464,0*72 86
Cash iu Bauk,
237.402 20

beauixo

accepted

practicable,

places

Seven Million Dollars,

Certificatcsare issued,

as

respective

VIZ:—
United States and State of New York
Stock, City, Ban« aud other Stocks, g2.626.960 58
Loans secured bv Stocks.andotherwise, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Bonds aud Mortgage,
233,760 u0
Dividends ou Stocks, Interest on Bonds

I

offers'
thereafter

delivering

Insurance against Marine and In*
land Navigation Hiaka.
over

given.
may be

tion is given and deliveries can be demanded.
burettes in tin* fti'l amount will be required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to by a
United States’ district attorney, collector, or nary
agent. As additional security, twenty per centum
will be withheld from the amount of the bills until tbe
contract shall have been completed; and eighty per
centum of each bill, approved in triplicate
the
commandants of tiie
vards. will be
by
the navy agent at the point of delivery in certificates
of indebtedness or Treasury notes at the option of the
Government.
It is stipulated in tbe contract that if deffiult be
made by the parties of the first
all
part in
or any of the articles mentioned in any class bid for
in the contract, of the quality and at tbe time and
above provided, then, and in that case the contractor and his sureties will forfeit and
pay to the
United States a sum of money not
twice
the amount of such class, which may be recovered
from time to time, according to the act of f’ongress
In that case provided,
March 3, 1848.
Bids must not r^ntasn classes for more than one
yard in the same envelope, and bidders are requested
to indorse ou the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.

January 27th, 18*73.

Assets,

as soon

hereby

The contracts will bear date the day the notifica-

ATLANTIC
St.,(cor.

r«

them.

No. 165 Fore Street, head of Long Wharf,
decl9
PORTLAND, ME.
eodly

PORTLAND, Mr.
andrkw t. dolx.

forwarded

tions.
References in Portland may be made to the follow-

51 Wall

n

they will be required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency named by

ing parties: Messrs. II. J. Libby k Co., Steele k
Hares, Ezra Carter, Jr., M*‘«sr§. Howard k Htrout,
Geo. W. Woodman.Esq.. Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
ilezekiah Packard, Esq

Mutual Insurance

fant

tbe form of which is
Those only whose

cheapest

JOHN W. MUNGER.

being

Every offer, as required by the law of 10th August,
1846, must be accompanied by a written guarantee,

inode of making a provision for one's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life insurance, al his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them in making applica-

A

No. 6 Oalt Blook Commercial Street,

can iri!* nn

Insure

Amount of

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

spective
description

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Stkvkn*, Secretary.

BatfJ. F.

-—..

amply

pivot
adversary—and
good
point.
•port,
quarrel
Congress,
refreshingly
being posted
pleasant
Liar,
and coward,” was rehearsed with an additional zest derived from the insults Mr. Kingsbury had received from the tongue of the man
whom he was so deliberately cutting
up.
In short the reply was withering and effectual, and admitted by all to have been done se-

do,)in cash, every live year*.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Members was

Herley,

representative lives,
pieces.
Kingsbury only
provocation,
given amply.
day, (thequestion
past
place,

THIS

feb3dAw8m£3

I began to oiler my remedies for sale I was
timid, aud spoke cautiously, fearing 1 might
act the quack. But having proved them in ail turras
of such diseases as they are adapted to, and seeing
the astonishing effects ot them iu the cure of the
most
distressing cases, in all classes of constitutions,
aud stages of disease, and haviug received thousands
of testimonials of the most flattering character, we
uow speak with all boldness, confident that they are
above all others.
1. The Great German Couoh Remedy—For
all diseases qf the Throat and Lungs.— We refer to
a tew cases.
N. Dickson, of Boston, Mass.; Eld. 8.
K. Partridge, Wliitetield. Me.; Mr. S. Bradley, Vienna, Me.; Mrs. T.
Newcastle, Mtv* Mist
Amanda Lougee. Hallowell, Me; Mrs. D. N. Kidder,
Bristol. N. H; Mrs. Wecdon, Holland, Vt; and hundreds of others, cured of bad cases of Bronchitis.—
Eld. A. C. Uodgkins. Vienna; Mrs. B. Woodside,
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford. Jefferson, Me; Mary
8 Burrough, Provideuce, R. 1., and many others
cured of the most distressing cases of Phthisic.
Mrs W W Patten. Topsbatn; Mrs. F. Winslow,
Yarmouth; Mrs. J. H. Conant, Richmond. Me..cured
of cases of luflueitza aud Cough when
everything
else failed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchfield,
ofCapt.
J. Lawrence, Yarmouth, and more than tweuty othof
cured
some
of
er*,
whose lives were saved
Croup,
by it, all other remedies foiling. For common colds,
hoarseness, coughs, sore lungs, Ac., thousands testify it is »he beet and cheapest ever used.
2. Liver Regulator and I)y*peptic (urer.—C.
White of Richmond. Me., savs—"It is the best ar icle
for Liver C'omplaiut 1 have ever seen. It lias benefitted my wife more than tl()U.” Geo. Webber,Litchfield, Me., says, "It has worked wonders for mr
daughter, who has been three tear* under doctors’
treatment without benefit. Your Liver Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all nope of her getting
well.’’ Mr. J. S. Carter. Watrrvifle—"I have used
two bottles and find it double extra. It is a valuable
medicine.*’ Mrs. E. Johnsou. Pittston. confined to
her bed five years, says: "I hare used one bottle; it
agrees with me, and keeps my food from souring, relieves faintness. Please tend more
immediately.”
Mr. W. Chase of Bangor, part: "I have used vour
Liver Regulator with much profit to tnvtelf. and
think much of it.” We have a great number ofauch
testimonies continually coming.
8. Wellcome * Pair Curer—Eld. I. Wight, Ausays: "It it the best thing for an irritated
hroatand lungs, and for colic, I ever saw.” Elder
A.C. Hodgkins, Vienna, savs. "It is being successfully used here for the cure of diptheria
Send me a
lot imm>-diately ; what 1 had is ail sold.” J W.Griffin, Stark, tavs: "Ittakes the lead of all other articles of that description; It it
being used with good
success for diptheria.
1 have not heard of a tingle
instance wMierelt has failed ; send three dozen more.”
D N. Kidder, Bristol. N. H .savs: "Your medicines
are doing wonderful cures,especially the Pain <hirer.
Due case of sciatic rheumatism has been cured bv one
bottle. It nuts ‘Perry Davis' Pain Killer’ all In the
shade
Wm. Baker, Yarmouth, savs he cured a
valuable horse ot lameness and swelled
leg with the
Paiu Curer. Thousands are being cured of various
pains, cramps, colics, rheumatism, sprains, urinary
troubles and neuralgia, tor which it Is a sure core.
In our store we retail ten times more of it than all
other liniments.
4.
Wellcome* Diarrhea Syr r. —I'hia hat
enred hundreds of case-* whe e ever thing else foiled.
We warrant it to do more thau any other preparation now known by doctors or others.
5. Our Jaundice Bitter* are very highly prized and extensively used.
N B
Our remedies are purelg regelaftle, safe in
all case* for old and vonng,male aud female, iu whatever condition of life.
HTTall for our Circular and read the testimonies
Prepared only by I. C. W LLCOME A CO.. Yarmouth. Me. Sold by medicine dealers extensively.
Iu Portland by H. H. Hay. C. E. Beckett, aud
Thomas J. Loriug.
feb2I eodAwlamBm

day

peeling

Company divide* its net earning* to the life
policy holder*, (not in scrip a* some companies

fusta.

Sew York he could not find, assigned to himself
for 20 per cent., which teas all the eat ate paid, as he
has repeatedly stated. 1 declined the generous
offer,
aud alter years of delay, finding that uo better settlement could be effected, directed mv
attorney to cite
the administratrix into Court, aud give Strout due
notice thereof. It was then, and not until then, that
Stnmt, like a skillful general, suddenly changed his
tactics. He requested that nothing further be done
for the present, but to ••see ('hose and ascertain the
was “neck oh
rery lowest he will take,” which
nothing." The money was forthcoming to the tune
of 100 per cent. The problem I wish to solve is, how

sharpening.

saying

|

at

_

Boston.
CASH CAPITAL,»*.378.045 T4, INVESTED.

WHEN

bona

...I.

COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1. 1843

29-50.000 BOTTLES S0LD«£3
Wellcome's Important Remedies!

24th day
undersigned, ou Saturday,
of March next, at IP. M. to take iuto consideration
the mauuer the estate wi> settled, or pretexted to be
fettled. Sewell C. Strout (Howard A stroutj “as
COUNSEL rou the AUMtM-Ttatrix," (mark the
words) according to bis owa account has had all tbe
claims against tbe estate, except mine, and one at

n>.

practitioner.

being

New England Life Insurance

Philip

MEETING
tbe
fide Creditors of the
John Rounds is requited
A late
the counting
of tbe
the

fairli

LIFE INSURANCE.

facility

room

nitstu

"Proposals

approved,

Creditor*’ Meeting.

mtw*h rtilt ll>«

Bureau of Equipraeut and Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction and Repairs,
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
until the 13th day of March next.
for MateProposals must be indorsed
rials for the Navy,'* that they mar be distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of {naming the Bureau) for which they
are intended.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the printed
schedules, any of which will be tarnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandants of
the respective yards, or to the Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the vards upon application
to the respective Bureaus. This division into classes
for the convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be tarnished as arc actually required for bids. The Commandant and Navy
Agent of
each station will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their own yards, have a copy of the schedules of
the other yards for examination only, from which
it may be judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
any
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered. In computing the classes the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, and the
aggregate of the class will be carried out according fo
the prices stated.
The contracts will be awarded to the lowest bona
bidder who gives proper security for its taifilment.
The United States reserves the right to reject all the
bids for anv class, if deemed exorbitant.
All articles must be of the very best quality, to be
delivered in the Navy Yard in good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case may be, at the
expense and risk of the contractor, and in all respects
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
he., of the vard where received, and to the entire satisfaction of the commandant thereof.
Bidders are referred to the commandants of the revard* for samples, instructions, or particular
of the articles; and all other things
equal, preference will be given to articles or A inert-

J

THE

kUIIUI*

SEALED

Principal

as a

the

Department, Feb. 13,1863.
PROPOSALS to furnish materials for
the Navy for the fllseal year ending 80th June,
1863, will be received at the

i future. 1 have removed from So. 184 to 181 Middle
street. The
has had 20 years’ experience.
( Diplomas will be given to those Ladies ana Gentlemen who pass through
thorough courses for Accountants. Terms will be reasonable
My Institufion is a branch of the lion. Bartlett’s Commercial
I College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
! United .States. My teaching and plans are modern,
and the most improved ana
as the first
class business men have and will testify.
VW* Practically taught,** follows
Book-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence. Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts ad lusted.
Certain evenings will be
devoted to Law Lectures, if expedient.
iT Mr. B would reler to a recommendation from
his Stud-ntfl of this etty who are acting as business
men, accountants, Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which ma> be seen in print
in the hall at the entrauce to his Rooms, a few of
which are as follows:
We have beeu taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued by Mr R. N
Bbows, of this city, iu teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book
Keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and
iu adjusting accounts we
may now posses*:
Henry Brown, Jaa. Oleutt Brown, 8tephen
II. Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John *.
Russell. Fred. A Prince, Johu H Hall, George E.
Thompson. John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 300 others.
or The services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience

Flour.

I the claims against the estate
mine and the
one at New York he “could not jtnd) cost
hawked with a hatchet of his own
him(Strout)
It is a keen
and true, let those who i in the aggregate? and how much the administratrix
She says that Strout told her he ha given her
got?
live in
houses, beware ot throwing
ALL HK COULD AFFORD TO. A
VERY 1XDEFIMTR
atones.” If it was not U1nstrated on ThursI found the elatm at New York, au old, estabbum.
lished and high)), respectable house. 1 also found
iaat, it never waa. The house in which
that previous to bis settling mt claim he(S'rout)had
the Westbrook
was shatbeen in communication with that .err house, and
ered all to
Mr.
needhad offered them the stereotyped edition of SO per
ed the
and it was
So
cent, which they refused. I advised them to "stir
him up" forthwith. Out of <joite “a hatch" of long
at half
eleven on that
winded yarns from Strout in reply. I here oiiote onwaa to be taken at 12,1 before a full audience,
lv from that under date of March 81. 1802.
"The
the
answered
commenced. He
divldeud upon the claims agxiust the estate of John
Rounds is2H per cent
in the first
the attacks upon bis charThe dividend* have all been
paid ont except yours, a
time since, and 1 had
acter, and came out scatblcss and honorable
forgotten about your claim.
before all. He then turned bis
gun *owD. T. CHASE.
ard his
it would have done
Attorn v for all the heirs at law of the late John
to see how the feathers flew.
Round*, and assignee of the claim at New York he
It was
you
(Strout) "oould not Sud. or had forgotten about,”
bus to the
The reminiscence of
which claim remains unsettled.
F. 0. J. Smith's
with Leonard Jarvis
N. B. Extract from the Probate Records—Clalma
in
a quarter of a century ago, was
allowed against the astffto #6,781.42; assets #4.888.81.
on
revived, and his
feMS S TfcThtd
that
occasion as a
scoundrel
Ik

College.

lard oil: D.boiler felting; E. gum packing, gromfee; F, miscellaneous tools for enginaers; K,
leather; Q, sperm oil; R, ship chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood: V, wrought iron, pipe, valves, fee;
26 X, steel; 28 X, iron nails, bolts, and nuts; 31 X,
tin,copper,, fee; 33 X. hardware; 36 X, white lead;
87 X. zinc, paint; 38 X. colored paiuts. dryers, fee;
89 X, linseed oil, turpentine; 44 a, metallic oil, tallow, soap.
mets,

Navy

1850 in the Hanson Block, No. 181 MidThe rooms have recently been made
new, and furnished neatly, and are the most pleasant
! in the city. One separate room for Ladies. I pre! *®nt toy thanks lor the extensive patronage, and
promise as in the past, no pains shall be spared in the

BEST BRANDS of Western and Canada
Family PtOUH can always be found at 9f2 Congress street, at fair price*—for sale by
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland. Dec. 10.1862.
eodtf

of all

Proposals for materials for
Nary.

dle street.
LOCATED

political

PARLIAMENTARY VIVISECTION.

MUUU^U

BROWN’S

Portland Commercial

NO. 220.

proposals:

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

anti-slavery men of

MARCH 10, 1863.

of

PRINTING,
Neatly and Promptly Executed

kittert.
Class A, boiler iron and rivets; E, gum packing;
F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; R, ship chand-

—AT

Press Office.

lery.

CHARLEtTOWH.

Class C, lard oil, Ac; D. boiler felting; E. gum
packing. Ac: F, miscellaneous tools for engineers;
i^. sperm oil: IL ship chaudlerv; T, firewood : 36 X,
white lead; 88 X, colored paiuts; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.
BROOKLTH.

Class A, boiler iron, tubes, Ac.; B, pig iron; C,

THU—

THROUGH TICKETS
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and Washington. and to.iip.rt, oi
the WENT .nd SOUTH .nd NORTH WEST. ri». .11
tbe mo<l popular routes .nd «t the lowest Boston
W. D LITTLE, Agent.
rates, for aale by
Office II Exctung, St.
Ont. 1.
dtf

TO

JAMES r. SLEEPER,
UNDERTAKER

FURNISHING
No. Ill

Eukai|« Street, Portlaad,

RoaiUenaa rear of 411 Congnaa Street, koopoooa■tautly oa hand all the ration* kind, or

COFVIIB

AID

CASXXTB

Now In Uaw.
And will make o order anything of tkia kind that
may he ordered, -t abort notice, from the cheap ant to
the Tear anar
By girlag -ay atrict aad undrvided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the abore. I can flarniah them cheaper than nay
one

elae.

Aug «. IMS.

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

HOMESTEADS FOR

120.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY ham paroKaaed from the Hannibal A St. Joeeph Ballmad
Company a lame tract of lend in Northern Mkaoort,
adjoining the tonriahlag town of Hamilton. Caldwell

THE

County,

for terming and manufacturing porn pane,
and hare it ei led their property into lota and forma.
They are Shred to aubecribera In .hare, of S10 each.
Map., with mil information, can be had by oalllagOB

KDWAID IHAW.Apat,
10B Mtnnia Stbbbt. Ptarurtt.
ana

dtf

■

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND.

MAINE

Tuesday Morning, March 10, 1803,

i—^

U constantly cheering on the government, and
doing all he can to oppose the rebellion, and

BY TELEGRAPH.

yet such is the. treatment he receives from the
Argus.
True, we said, in the article complained of,
the Argus Is “reeking with treason and blood;”

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
[SPECIAL

DISPATCH

libel

Newspapers

a

South Carolina democratic Senator
Hammond—said that that constitution

Flag

crime?”
But we

favor, and to display towards it anything hut
friendly signals—to represent it as a piratical
concern, flying a black flag, beut on mischief
to the Union, the Constitution and the Laws—
As early
was one of Its every day pastimes.
as the 11th of July, when the Press was but
half a month old, it allowed a correspondent
to say it had published an article “which was
a treasonable assault upon the government.”
Less than

a

ita editors

a.

first

lew

uuys

since

treasona-

mat

paper, not ior me
charged the Press with

time,
haviug slandered the citizens of Portland by
representing that there were large numbers of
disloysl men iu our midst. It has uever, in
such cases, truthfully copied our language, but
it has garbled it to suit ha own purposes, and
second

or

to make it express what we had never uttered.
Aa an example, in a recent issue it said, “Tbe

Press and Mr. Spring roundly assert that there
are many disloyal Democrats in Portland.”
Not a word of the kind had we ever littered.
In its Issue yesterday it said, “Some time since
tbe Press made a charge that a meinlier of the
Committe appointed to invite Gen. McClellan
to visit Portland, was a traitor, guilty of what
It declared to be “treason of the deepest dye.”
Here was our language:
There are tome men in the city that seem to

Bake no concealment of their secession spirit
We know of at least one mao who was on the recent McClellan Committee, whom we have heard
declare openly, in the presence of several individuals, that he regarded Jett. Davis no more of
a usurper than Lincoln; that he had not a particle of sympathy for tbe administration in prosecuting the war; that he would not contribute a
cent to prosecute it; that Lincoln had brought
the war on and he might fight it uut, and much
Bore of the same character.
Perhaps tbe democrats do not consider such talk indicative of
disloyalty, but if so we differ from them. We
regard it aa treason of the blackest dye.

To this the Argus responded by demanding
the name, intimating that our refusal to give
It would be considered as admission that we
stated what was false. Of course, we did not
feel cailed upon to vindicate our veracity at
the call of such a paper—a paper with a “Lying” Christian name.
On Friday last we were dared to name one
disloyal democrat, and informed that our courage or our veracity was at a sad discount.
Now we are not accustomed to refuse a
challenge, even from a rebel iron-clad. Copy-

ing

the

challenge,

we

said:

If the author of tbe above quoted paragraph
that we have Dot the oouragetu name one
of tbe uij-ttyle<i Democrats ut Portland, whom
we consider disloy al, be is simply mistaken—
was never more so in his life.
Ut course we cannot look into a man's heart and rend his motives, but it is a pretty safe maxim that you can
tell what is in a jug by what comes from it.
Grapes are no more gathered from thorns uor
figs from thistles now than they were two thousand years ago. Adopt .ng this tule of judgment
—the aateet the case admits of—we dare name at
least one seif-sty led Democrat—a regular copperhead—whom we consider disloy al, aDd that one
is the editor of a disloyal paper sty led the Euitmeans

em

Argus.

We did uot, of course, expect by a single
■hot, auil that from an ordinary smooth-bore,
to penetrate the mailed cralt, and to send her
in a sinking condition into port flyings flag of

distress;

but that

shot, incidentally aimed,

have taken effect between wind and
water, and like a great crying, slobbering booby. who has incautiously but vauntingly run
seems to

his eye against his little school-fellow's fist, lie
runs off and threatens to tell the school-ina'am
sod to salve his own sores
VtAII111oo

ITuar

by applying

a

legal

him

The PreM plainly, and deliberately charges as
with being a traitor and tint we publish a paper
•‘reeking’^ with treason and with the“oluod” of
loyal men. If the charge be true, then we are
guilty of the highest crime knowu to the law,
nod deserving of the severest penalty which the
law can inflict. Our readers, who have daily
perused the Argus, need not to be informed how
false is this charge in every respect—how utterly
st variance with every impulse of our heart,
with every purpose and thought of our mind;
Air if there he any one purpose which we cherish
above other purposes it is to be zealously true to
oar country, to her Constitution and her laws.
A* the issue thus raised is altogether too grave a
one for eettlenent tn neuepaper coiumne we have
urnzzDiis adjudication to tux room toi-

M*AL

What the "proper tribunal"
not

pretend exactly

to

know.

means we

do

It may mean

“coffee and pistols,” in which case we shall
need zone instruction as to the use of firearms ; It may mean a referenc to twelve men,
in which cose we shall—not run, at any rale.
-We insist, however, that it is rather a humiliating position in which our former esteemed
friend has placed himself. Token all in all,
the circumstances indicate that he challenged

1

a

of the government; by stopping his faultfinding,)))' works meet for loyalty,—and from no one

ton much faanknessio the

guilty of coaxing

a

use

man

of speech than be

into

position In
with a legal

a

which we could get a clip at him
elub. Such warfare is too much like that of
the pimp and informer to suit our notions of
honor.
We have

beta that
gus

waa

expressed

the

opinion, based

on

stated, that tbe editor af the Ardisloyal. We did not say he was a
we

A man may lie disloyal without bea traitor.
Treason implies acta. Disloy-

traitor.

ing
alty

may be evinced in mere words. Webster
defines disloyalty to be, not true to allegiance,

biseuese to

sovereign, faithless, Ac. How
editor of the Argus spoken of

a

often has the
the constitutional head of the goverumeut,—
our temporary sovereign—as a despot, a usurper, and a violator of good faith! If such
conduct as he has evinced In his paper—constantly opposiug the government policy in its

dealings

with

efficient

measure

rebellion, and carping at every
lor prosecuting the war—is
loyalty, then we will only siy that “we do not
see It in that light.”
No man is more accustomed to apply epithets to others than the
man who complains of us.
We thiuk few men
In Portland will place the loyalty of Wendell
Phillips, radical though he be, below that of
the Argus, and yet that paper recently said,
“The summary arrest and imprisonment ol' the
Bile traitor, Phillips, would seuda thrill of joy
the heart of every true Democrat.” Phillips

God-speed than
though be be as loyal as
heartier

opinion will remain
unchanged—mistaken perhaps, hut honest still
—that he is guiltv of disloyalty towards the
government which he pretends to love.
The Price of Gold.

The Richmond Examiner justly charges the
Confederate Congress with dilatory action in

providing ways and means for their Misgovernment—action so sluggish and purposeless,
for

argue incapacity
dealing
nancial problem lielore them. There is a real

as to

with the fi-

depreciation of the Confederate currency; the
problem is hopeless. In marked contrast to
tills faiut-hearted delay, stands the prompt but
well considered action of the late Congress of
the United States.

Its

beneficial results are

already apparent in the collapse of the speculation in gold. Gold, which has been sold at a
premium of 74 per cent., went down to 67 last
Wednesday, and on Thursday, the .day after

47

gold is due to the war,
and another, to say that

which Is
it is due

for the rise of any
easily assigned
oilier commodity.
The export of gold has
been constantl,' diminishing the amount on
hand.

as

The

shipments from New York, from
Jan. 1 to Feb. 21,18ity:<)me to *7,21:1,222. Sixty-nine millions were exported in 1862. Meanwhile gold is required for the payment of duties, and by the Government, for ail foreign
payments, and for the payment of interest on
the public debt, and for other purposes at
home. Here we have an Increasing demand
and

diminishing supply, acting together upprice, and all purchasers compelled to
go into the market for the gold, which they
can no longer demand of the tiauks.
The paper currency is not affected by these influences; they act directly and only upon the price
of gold. This is not all. The sale of American securities returned from Eqrope has created a large demand lor exchange. Sterling exchange has been sold at 00 per cent, premium,
on

a

the

and gold has gone up with it. The return of
American securities from Europe may be due
the war, and has certainly influenced the
price of gold ; but ft would be absurd to say
that this circumstance has occasioned a depreciation of the paper currency.
to

The fictitious advancu has been caused

by
expectation of large issues of paper money,
inducing many people to hoard the precious

the

metAls.

Then there hn. been

a

verv

m.tinr.1

though mistaken, belief In the depreciation of
the Treasury and bank note*. The general

uncertainty

and even alarm

prevailing some
weeks since reacted powerfully upon the market. A better understanding of tbe relation
of gold to the present national currency, ami
of the policy of the Secretary of the Treasury,
who is determined to limit the Treasury issues
to the requirements of trade, will
correct,
has already begun to correct these erroneous
The
impressions and their consequences.
brokers and speculators, who live on fluctuations, were quirk to take advantage of ail
these circumstances, and to their agency must
mainly be attributed what has been called the
fictitious advance of gold. Their dealings, it
is well understood, are merely nominal.
The
of one per cent, aud interest at six
per
p^r annum on all pledges securing
contracts for thp purchase or sale of
gold at

new tax

cent,

any time after three days from the execution
or tbe coulract, will operate, it is believed, as
a

salutary

check upon these unreal transac-

word was
"

ing Corporation,

to

be

selected from among the soundest bankers and
merchants of England, is not an institution
likely to engage in an unprofitable or unsafe
business, 'i bis cor|>oralion proposes to com-

mence operations by
establishing an agency
in New York. Whatever the Times may sayBritish
then,
capitalists do not look to see this
couutry become bankrupt. Their object is
-to promote, and still
further to extend,
“the commercial and monetary transactions
“betweeu the two countries.”
The receat fall of gold is proof positive,
that if our currency lias suffered any depreciation It is of a strange and unusual kind. The
continental currency at least exhibited very
ditfereut phenomena. A hundred dollars in
specie were worth $105 in continental money,
in January, 1777, $310 in December of the
same year, advancing steadily, tcithout fluctuation, to $7400 in January, 1781, when a skein
of silk was worth $10, or 14 cents in
specie,
and is so charged in a bill of tlie time. This
remorseless, unflagging advance of specie
stands in remarkable contrast to the decline of
20 per cent, in gold last Thursday.
But the alleged depreciation is commonly
referred to an over-issue of
paper mouey.
W eli then, within a few weeks wc have wituessnf a gise ol 20 per cent, in the price of gold
while n*4 a single dollar of
currency has been

Never surely

was

anv

theory

completely exploded than this. The
ting medium of the country is not in

more

circulaexcess

it ni ty lie doubted if it does not fall short of
tlie just demands of trade.
it will hardly be worth while to resume
this subject, if certain peculiarly constituted
minds are still possessed of the hallucination
about a depreciated currency, they are beyond
the reach of logic; time will work a cure.

the

to

us

of color.

account

ARRIVED.

CLEARED.

The
from
davs.

Bark Frank A Badger, before reported abandoned,
480 tons Register, built at Millbridge iu 1862. aud
owned by A M Badger. She was fallen in with 20th,
dismasted aud udder gone.
Some bread, papers
and letters belonging to the mate, writteu by Mrs D
B Upton, of C'berryfleld, were taken by bark S M
Dudman.at NYork. The crew had evidently left in a
burry, as there were several trunks aud chests ou

ADVICE FREE.

Ladles and gentlemen

are

me 1*6

jyTo Consumptive* —The Advertiser, having
been restored to health in a few weeks by a very simple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe lung affection,aud that dread disease. Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow

sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the prescription used (free of charge), with the directions
> for
preparing and using the same, which they will
I find a .Sure < ure for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchit is, 4*c. The only object of the advertiser in sendhioboMK the afflicted, and
information which he conceives to beinvalu1[ able, and he hope* every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will cost them' nothing, aud mav proven
I
REV. EDWARD A WILSON.
Williamshurgh, Kings County, New York.
feb27 d3in

j

|

I

A

Cough, Cold,

on

Irritated

an

Throat, if

use, has
»

caused them to be counterfeited.

guard against

worthless imitations.

Be

sure

to

lost an enti

the genuine Brown’s Bronchial Troches which have

II the middle of the week, and he
politely requested to defer action till his
return, he being at present the sole proprietor
not return t

lic

test of many years. PubSpbakkrs and Singer* should use the Troches,

was

Military officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
aud are exposed to sudden changes, should have

of the paper. The reader knows how this reIn his ahseuce Mr. Fosquest has been met.

hem.

Ponce.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 7th, ach Eliza Ellen. Curtis,

wiieu

no

one

that will STICK

Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitchiug;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Toys, aud all articles of household use.
Patches and

from the office till seven o’clock

was

in

charge

lie

served

Belt

of the office but

Makers,
Manufacturers aud Machinists,
And Families,

night hands, aud when it was doubtless
supposed a sure injunction would be put upon
least

one

will find it invaluable!

issue of the paper.

The officer—Mr.

King—was

It is insoluble in water

gentleman to exceed the demands of duty,
simply left a keeper to sleep upon

It is

and so he
the

lounge

morning

in tne

Kcjiorter

might
security

we

the proper

have

s

room, that

opportunity

in

to

V.

tlie

a

liquid,

and

as

or

easily applied

as

paste.

•on.

Cld 11th. bark
Dudley. Melbourne.
In port 20tb ult, ship Bold ilunter, Crosby, for
Falmouth. E, Ida at £1,2* Gd.
Sid fm Houolulu Dec 25, ship Anglo Snxon, Caverly, guano Islands.
In port 4th. shin Magellan, Putnam. Idg.
At Valparaiso 2d ult, ships Crest of the Ware, fbr
C'arrizal. abt ready; Kate Hunter, for sale at auction : bark Hesper. Lord, fm Boston, ar 2<i u t.
Sailed from Aspinwall 14th ult, brig Webster Kelley. lleagao. New York.
Ar at Clenfhegos 24th ult, bark Evelyn, Patterson,
Portland via sit Jago.
Sid 21st. bark Sebra Crocker, Staples, Now York;
sch Zueleiku, tor Boston.
Ar at Uemedios 22d ult, brig Kenshaw, Pierce, ftn

I.

give

Cor tlie release of the office.

Supplied in packages from 2 oz to 100 lb$., by
THUS. (j. LURING, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange aud Federal Streets,
Sole Agent in Poitland.

office, so that the gross athumble the Press and prevent its utterances against disloyalty and treasonable
to

febl7

dly

will prove an

inglorious failure.
We don't pretend to speak for a large proportion of the citizens of Portland, and shall

Disease* of the Urinary Organs.
EJF“ J. C Mott, M. D Operating and Consulting
and Pbysiciau, attends exclusively to Diseases of the U rinary and Genital Organs, and Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure duea.-es <•! the Pelvic Vtcera. as Piles. Rupture*. Hvdiocele, Varicocele. Fistula, Karly decline of Maufiood,
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improvements in the cure ol Disease, made in this country
or Europe, and spares no exi>eme that his patients

attempt to say what response will be
made to this gross attempt, iu the uight time,
to stop tlie issue of their morning paper. Per-

haps they will think it all right, but, if so, we
greatly misjudged theiffspirit. Perhaps
the Press will be choked off, but we doubt itIf they think we have done injustice to the Argus' course toward the government iu this perilous hour, they will doubtless stop their pa-

have

DR. r. P. QUIMBY. would givenoticethat he ha
returnedto Portlaud. and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 Intern ational iioi’SE, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing toconsul
him.
First Examination at office,..§200
Each subsequent sit tin gat office.60
City Patients, first Examination at residence.. .2 60
Each <ubsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16. 1862.—tf

We aw-ait their response.
Brunswick

Telegraph
opened

says the
with fifty'

students.

2JT“ The store of Mr. J. T. Berry,in Rockland, was robbed on Sunday night week, and

D«8. J. Clawson Kelley and II. L. Davis
Medioal office, No 229) Congress street, up same
flight with Dr Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuinemedicinescan be
had. Adcicefrte upon nil diseases.
jan27 d3awA wtf32

bools and furs to the amount of about $150
stolen.
The Rockland Gazette says that at a
levee last week for the benefit of Rev. Mr.
Mitchell, of tlie Methodist Church, $115 were
realized after
Postage

Dentistry —Dr. JOSI AII 11EA

LD, No. 241 Con
gross Street, first «loor east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

paying expenses.
Cukkencv.—By

a late act of
currency is no longer receivable lor duties, the law making it a legal
tender for duties iu sums of less than five dollars having beeu repealed. The Collector of

Congress, postage

Customs has been notified
the Treasury to this effect.

Peksonai..

by the Secretary

ZWIf ftm
call at the

Daily

in want of any kind
Press office.

of PRINTING
tf

CJFTARDS and BILL HEADS neatly printed

at this office.

of

tf

LOCK E A KIMBALL, Dentists. No. 117
Middle Street “ortlaad. Me.
augl6—ly
Drs.

Sergeant Major Charles W
Hallowed, of the 3d Maine regi.
inent, has been promoted to a captaincy in
Ullmau’s negro brigade, and will soon report
lor duly. We consider this appoiuluieut an
—

Gardiner of

BROKERS* BOARD.
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, March 9, 1863.
§5.0<I0 American Gold.157
2.000 .do.
1571
1.000 .do. 1571
1.000 .do.167?
56.000 .do.158
United States Coupon Sixet(1881).1011
U. 8. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Aug).104*
United States Five-Twenties. 99J
do .small).luO
Eastern Railroad.106
99
Michigan Central Railroad.

excellent one, deserved on account of both
the recipient's ability and experience. Gardiner is a whole souleil fellow, a graduate of
Bowdoin College, in class of 1800, and has
been in the service since the organization of
the 3d Maine. He enlisted as a private; was

prisoner we believe at Fair Oaks, releaspromoted to Sergeaut Major’s berth,
and now is again rewarded for his merit. His
brother Harry is still oil signal service, and
the friends of both in this city, expect soon to
hear of his promotion.

Berry*

Huuter.Y'ork. Philadelphia; brig Mechanic. Marston,
Portland; Vesta. Fuller. Uemedios; 27th. brig Lincoln Webb. £lo)d. Sagua; 28th. hark Tahiti. Leeman, Vera Cruz; 28th, sch Island Belle, Thompson,

may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords
Advice Free.
office 86
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A M. to 2
P M and 6 to 8 P M
Mrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex, can he consulted by ladies.
Patieuts furnished with board and' experienced
nurses.
oct3eod6m

pers; if they do not, we shall take it Tor granted that the Press is not deemed worthy of

Maine Medical School has

Ar at Havana 26th ult. brig* Caroline Eddy, PomOrleans; J h 11 Crowley, Drisko,Portland;
27th, Cemantha Hopkins. Hattior, Baltimore; Lvdia.
Cole. New York; 28tb. ship William.
fm ^New
York: bark Harry Booth, Chipman, Portland; brig
Ella Maria, Merrill, do.
Sid 26th. bark Gn*>d*peed. Dunton. fbr New York;

roy^New

..

Northern

takeu

Railroad.69)

_HARRIED._

ed and

In Brunswick. Feb 28, Horatio Hall, of B., aud
Miss Mary B. Johnson, of
lu Norway Feb. —, Uenrv liaruden, of Bridgton,
and Mrs. Lucy A. Deering, of Denmark.
In Bridgton, March 1, Geo. H. Willard and Miss

Harpswell.

■

Susan E. Rdgcrly, both of B.

Philadelphia.

Cld 27th, bark Two Brother*, Goudy.for Cardenas;
sch W S Loud. ('lark, Portland; 28th, brig Volant,
Dude. New York.
Ar at Matauza* 25th ult, brig Monica, Phillips, tin
do.
Portland ; brig Oceau Herald.
S!d 25th, bark Albiou Liucoln. Bibber, for Boston;
U
S
Uolme*
Hassell.
Hassell,
Hole;
28lh, U S
brig*
Emery. Bartlett. New York.
Sid 26th, brig Faustina, Berry, Portland.
Ar at Cardeuas26th ult. brig Ocean Ware, Winslow. New Y'ork: 27th. bark Canada. McDonald, fm

Joyle,

Uavana; Arlington. Croston, Portland; brig Ruby.

Tracy.

!

Sierra Morena.

Sailed 24th, brigs Martha Washington, Anderson,
Redwood. Boyle, for Portland; schs G Deeriug,
Pinkham, and Nicanor, Hinks, do; 27th. S P Brown,
liaramoud. Portland
Russian, Toothaker, Bostou ;
27th. brigs Ruby. Tracy, Portland; Wabash. Bigley,
Bostou; sch Harriet Newell, for New York; 28th,
bark M E Trout, Meddick. Philadelphia.
and

[Per steamship Arabia, at Boston.)
Ar at Liverpool 19th ult, Jabcz Snow, Gunn, from
Manila; 21st, Norwegian (s) Portlaud; Orieut, Hill,

New York.
Sid 19th. Ja* Littlefield. Bartlett. Valparaiso.
Cld 19th. Alfred Storer.
Callao.
Goiug in 21st, Kitty Floyd, Dearborn, from New
York.
Adv 21st ult, Anglo Saxon (a) lor Portlaud Feb 25;
Otis XorcroM. Emerson, tor Boston 25th.
Sailed from Bristol 20th, Eastern Star, Koating, for

Ryder,

Cardiff.

Ar at Cardiff 18th. Aramede Snow, Morrison, Amsterdam; Zen as Coffin, Packard, Antwerp.
Sailed from Ardrossau 19th, Fanny Fern, Cann,

Providence.

sailed from Swansea

ell, Aden.

19tb, Highland Light, Crow-

Ar at Maulmain Dec 28. Lone Star, Dizer, Bombay
Sid Jau 7th. Chevalier, Johnson, Calcutta.
Sailed from Hussein Jan 6, Pericles, Suow, for New
York
Sailed from Calcutta Jan 11. Quidstep, Dudley, for

Melbourne; 17th, Calliope. Simmons, Penang; 18th,
Jas Guthrie, Haucsom, Boston.
Ar at Aden Jau 90. Lion. Cooper, Cardiff.
Ar at Constantinople 9th ult, Arweuia, Hamilton,

Boston.
Ar at Cadiz 13th ult, Mary Stewart, Dennisou, fm
New York.
Ar at Bremerhaven 18th ult. Columbus. New Y'ork.
Cowes. Feb 20. The Sebastian Cabott. Burton, fm
Callao fbr Hamburg, which put bsck here on the 15th
(as l»efore reported.) got her anchor and hove it up
> esterdav to clear it. but as it took some time to do
this she drifted down with the ebb tide and took the
grouud uear the Needles, ou some rocks. Measures
are being adopted to lighten her and a steam tug is in
attendance.

SPOKEN.
Jan 12, lat 17 N. Ion 88 F. ship Morning Star, Fos-

ter. 8 days fm Calcutta tor Loudon.
Feb —, lat 61. Ion 16. ship
man, ftn Liverpool for New Y ork.

Stephen

Crowell, Bow-

NOYES,

Booksellers,

PORTLAND, Mo.

mchlO d&wSwftO

loj

TWEHTT-FIVE DOLLARS
REWARD !
Saturday,
LOST,
Green
on

Kn»»i« Leather

8

10

Wallet,

mchlO lw

Gardener’s

Notice.

aubteriber, late Gardener for Hon. J. 1
THE
Brown, would notify Mi Mem* nod the pubUo

that he may be found at MLMWOOD NCR.HSR r,
Woodford', Corner, whore ho will bo happy to
wnit on them
Ue will nttend to Jobbing In garden#,
green-hovee and fraperVe, at raaaonable rate.
Order, left at Wm. Sparrow’, good etore.oa Cntoa
Street, la rorttand, or at Elmwood Xorrery, will
be promptly anawered.

at

JOHN BELL.

mchlO dim

Box Ssfar.

937
Are 4
mle by
mchlO

BOXES aaperior quality

now

landing

iron

brig

Harana Sugar,

"Hattie

Eaton.>rfor

H. I. ROBINSON,
Mo. 1 Portland liar.

iaodSw

QQt HHD8-. I Superior Clayed Molaaam.cargo
* Tterece, | Barqoc
M B H aiker." from
now landing and for aale by
H. I. ROBINSON.
mchlO laadSw
No. 1 Portland liar.

0(51

Matauiaa.

Notice or Forrcloeare.
Richard Terrill, of Raymond ia tha
WHEREAS
County of Camborlaad aad stata of Mmiaa.oa
the 13th
of

day
Aagaol. A. D. 1W. hy Ua daad of
mortgage of that date, eoareyed to me certain plaoaa
of land In aaid Raymond, being all the land ooareyed to me by aaid deed, which deed ie recorded ia tha
Cumberland Reeorde, book 1M, page 67; aad whaim
aa the eoaditioa of aaid mortgage baa been b akea,
therefore I claim the forecloaarc of aaid mortgage,
according to the Rotate ia aach caeca made aad prorlded.
HOWARD DCNN
Poland. March 8th. ISO.
wlw »

Dlsaolwtlota mf CsqoiIoi ihklp.
Copartaacabta heretofore Zlettag andor tha
atyle of J. S. WINSLOW ft CO., ia tbia day dtaaolred by mnlaal coaaetiL The baaiwm of the late
6rm will be aottled and ooattaaed by J. 8
WINS*

THE

LOW. No. 6 Central Wharf.
Portland. March 3, IMS.
meblOdlw

J. 8. WINSLOW,
C.L. TORE.

James E. Fernald,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
No. &7.Middle* Street*

44

Fay ban E ft A E
Farmer James L

tha ;th iaataat, a Hmm.ll

Autened with an elaetic -trap, and containing about
•tty dollar# In atoaay—ouo twenty-dollar bank bill,
two llre-dollar treaaary notoa, he,—and papera, of
ao nae rare to the owner.
The Under will reeeire the abore toward on tearing
the wallet aad money at thin oBce.

44

Quickstep,

Havana.

Surgeon

not

Liverpool.

BAILEY &
Pabliihen 4k

44

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Calcutta Jau 8th, Western Empire, Atkin*

oil.

HILTON'S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

the material of the

practices,

atopthe

It will adhere oily substance*.

We presume, even In Mr. Foster's ahseuce
that any amount of aid will he proffered to the
officer to enable him to release his bold upon
tempt

It will effectually

leakage of Coal Oil.

too much of a

Portland.

or practised in Maine, prior to
latcyert
the year 1801. with sketches of several of the elder
Inwyaraof the present eeuturv. It also contains sotloos or the earliest practitioners in Maseachasesta
and S«w Hampel re, with memoirs of the old Clarks
and Bherilii, tables of Judges. Attorney Generals
and Lawyers: a history of tenant and Beponuvei
the practise, usages, and anecdotes of the Bar. aad
other matters ol Interest to general readers, aa well
as to the profession.
Parties wishing a copy of this velaable work should
order immediately, as the edtiton is small, aad will
be soon sold, judging from orders already received.

44

P>rt;

Makers,

Boot and Shoe

the
at

NEWPORT—Ar 6th. schs Elouise, Berry. Boston
Baltimore; Gertrude, Caldwell, New York for Calais
Otis, Ames, do tor Damariscotta.
FALL RIVER—Sid 7»h, sch Malabar. Welch, for
Belfast; Harriet Smith, Kelley, and Forest City,
Smith. New York.
BOSTON—<’ld 7th, schs Odd Fellow, Gove, EastPavilion, Baker, Portland, to load for Fort
linch. Fla.
Ar8th, sch Sarah. Holden, Rockland.
Cld 9th. brig Mouticello, West. Georgetown DC;
schs Julia Grace. Treworgy. for Cape Haytien; Robt
Kantoul. Guptil. Gouldsboro.
MACTUASPOHT-*Ar 8th. sch Carroll. Crocker,
Boston.
Sid 28th. brig Alamo. Steel, Boston; sch Yantic,
Bancroft, Providence; Zina, Bradbury, Boston.

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation

perpetrated against him, and it has not been
done in tlie day-time, iu busiuess hours, when
rcceipters could be hanuily procured, but the

....

pp—price 11.00 la Muslim.

Work is illustrated
by 18 portraits of promiTHIS
nent lawyers, and contains memoirs of all the
who lived

44

for Portland.

of the truest men anil most liouorable citizens of the Slate, has had this outrage

kept

suit or sails.

West
Hid 6th, brig Essex, and others.
Ar 9th. ship Bernard, New Orelans; brigs Beaver,
fm do; Wild Pigeon, from Nassau NP: sen Senator,
fta New Orleans; below, brig Resolute, Gray, from

Sold every where at 26 cent* per box.
jau21 d£w3ra

Octavo 720

*•

Key

ter—one

writ was

e

By William Willis

44

Cld 7th, ships America, Halter, Liverpool; Ellen
Hood. Kilby. Montevideo; brig Geo Harris, French,

proved their efficacy by a

Noyes

LAW,the COURTt^aad the LAW.
VERS OP RIAIRE,

44

6tb, brig Allston, Sawyer. Boston; sch Martha
Nichols. Munson, do.
NEW YORK—Ar6th, ships Vancouver, Curtis, fra
Glasgow, (started cutwater); Theobald. Iiearborn.
New Orleans: bark Templar. Mitchell. Ship Island;
brig Alice Maud. Edgett, Arroyo PK; sch Benjamin.
Cramer. Eastport.
Also ar 7th, brig < ondor. Allen, fin Mayagues; sch
Florence Rogers. Grant, Alexandria.
Ar 7th, bark Ocean Home, from Smyrna.
Returned 7th, ship Jos Gilchrist, (for London) having been thrown on her beam ends in a heavy hurricane 13th. and shitted cargo, spruug rudder head,

only

Obtain

&

of the State to the early
part of the pretent eentnry

>

land.
Cld
•

allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial affection*, oftentimes incurable.

what

He was told that Mr.
Foster was absent from the Stale, and would
occur.

Bernard, do.

ELIZABEniPORT—Cld 6th inst, sch A H Brown,
Pierce, Fall River.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th. ship Fairfield. Hall,
New York; barks B Fountain, Keller; Linda. Hewitt; Goods peed, Dunbar, aud Garibaldi. Hoyt, do;
brigs Itasca. Rose, Key West; Earns. Parsons, New
York; Ldla. Day, New Orleans; sch K H Parkins,
Lancaster, Newport; Electric Light, Smith, fin Port-

blessing

OFllAHE.

Fram the Firit (Moslmtlm

44

Lucv Ames. Verrill, New York ; Robt
Kaikes. Doane. and Maine Law, Ameebury, Boston;

lagthePrescription
spread

23u 86,

co

A HISTORY
Of the

44

Alexandria.
Cld 6th. schs

Antelope.

«

Bailey

44

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 23d. ship Moro Castle, from
Key West bark Damon, Bartlett. Philadelphia.
Cld 23d, ship Constellation, Mulliner, New York;
bark Commerce. Kobiusou. do.
Towed to sea 22d. ship# Belle Wood, Onward, and
Aquilla.
Adv 27th. ship Gen $ hep ley, for Falmouth E, and
others, as before.
BALTIMORE—Cld 3d. sch R A Perry, Stubbe, for
New York.
Ar 6th. brig Harriet, Sedgeley. Portland; sch W H
Mailer, Arey, Aquia Creek; Juniata Patten, Parker,

dlw*

«2

inJS

Will Publish WeductdufiHatch IS,

*4

when the vessel was floated off and taken iu tow
by
steamtug Atlas and safely brought up. The cargo ts
saved, but iu a damaged state.

In-

7W36

44

board.
Brig Mansanilla. before reported, has been raised
and towed to Baltimore
After discharging part of
cargo into lighters, canvas was placed over the bow,

and 11th inst.

»»»

Joh™

LAWYERS

**

44

was

corner

28 90

16 2u
Woodbary R
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16 40
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11 35
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s 66 Smith Wm U
2160
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414 86 Thomas John eak
8 46
"
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DISASTERS.

all

!u^

Wm7l

AlfiJS

Jo'^m/U,
i

«

Isaac est
Towle I eter
TrefethenJos
True Calvin S
••

J J ft
mcblO

44

Cct

of Pearl street, to advise
Diseases of MEN, WOMEN and
CHILDREN, during Tuesday and Wednesday, 10th
on

brought MO emigrants.

Shipping

Da. J. Wesley Kelley, Associate Founder of
the Anal) tical .System of Medicine, will be at hi* Of-

fice, 214 Congress,

Rragdon am I K
Bray Green).af

The N Y
List reports sales of the A2 bark
Chas lleddle. 412 tons, built at Eaxtport in 1867. for
016.000; A2 brig Lauzarotte, 196 tons, built at Prosin 1863. ar about 08000; Alt ship Ocean Ranger,
7 tons, built at Blueliill in 1864. at about 023,000.

NOTICES.

'Vi,h,rn

*2 £ wrd
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Joseph
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87 00
Alt ah
8 86
6 96
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David
14 06
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at New York 6th
in the short wiuter passage of 24

The brig Alice Maud which arrived at New York
6th inst from Arroyo PR. made the passaxe iu 13
days. She made the outward passage iu the short
time of 8 day s.

dec22dly

*

!4

iA£

Bradley James estate 10 80 Libby Arthur

clipper ship Adelaide arrived

Liverpool,
She

*?££
*

•*

SAILED—wind WNW—brigs C 11 Kennedy,Lola,
Frontier, Waccamaw; sch K F Lewis, and others.

race.

with the sick

M.rUn‘

Tow?riSSk
1

'*

Brig Florence, Winslow, Matanzas, by George 8
Hunt.
Sch Arcade. Sawyer. Boston, bv Jos H White.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barberick, Boston, by W Newhall.
Sch Laurel, McFarland, Wiscaaset, by John Dennis A Co.

could be elevated to the patby this man of a des-

SPECIAL

NEWS.

Sch Olive Branch, Thurston, Calais for Boston.
Sch Josephine, Weed, Tremout for Boston.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
the office alter the concert was
I reach directly the affected parts and give almost inover, we found the facts as they bad been indi1 staut relief. In Bronchiti*, Asthma, End Cacated to us. It may be proper to state that
tarrh they are beneficial.
The good effect* resultSaturday afternoon, Mr. Strout called at the ing from the use of the Troches, and their extended

in the evening, so that it should

12
11
14
14
14
18
21
21
28

Maaday,.March 9.

London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It i* worth a trial, a*it give* great satisfae

City Hall,

book-keeper

10

PORT OF PORTLAND.

See a woman in another column picking SambucG rapes, for Speer** Wine. It i* an admirable article
used in hospital*, and by the first families in Pari*

which writ was issued from the

might possibly

TO DEPART.

MARINE

We wish

tion.

Tighe

••

to

copperheads

pised

that an officer was in

office and iuliinated to the
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Coming to

sar- The
Exchange Bankmanaged by directors

the

on

8 06
11 80
1610
1810
16 76
1810
8 86
17 56
80 26
6 96

••

Taeaday*...March fO.
High water,. .(p. m.) 2.10
| Length of days.11.89

at

riotic level Attained to

office of Messrs. Howard A Strout.

There are two or three other facts worth

Issued!

brought

Argus,

death.

The British and American

her citizens

1

Augelia

the call of their country.
He tells them that Massachusetts was the first
Suite to abolish the legal distinctions between

the Press office, and that an attachment fur
$10,000 had been pul upon the establishment
to satisfy a writ in favor of John M. Adams
ol the

respond

to

.William

C^baa

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers, carnrMails for Aspinwall, Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
mouth.

Frederick Douglass has issued a spirited
address to his colored brethren in Massachusetts,
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concert at

Joseph

BAILS

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool March
Anglo Saxon.Portlaud
Liverpool.. March
Teutonia.New York.. Hamburg
March
Norwegian.Portlaud. .Liverpool .March

city.

vited to call.

o’clock, while in the

FOB

Hammouia.New York.. Hamburg.. March
Columbia.New York.. Ilavana.March
China.New York Liverpool
March
Hibernian.Portland .Liverpool.. March
kangaroo.New York .Liverpool.. March
New York.New York. Bremen.March

received with the most intense enthusi-

were

absence to put an
on this morning's issue.
Afier 9

.njunclion

ation of the paper currency. There has been
a real and a fictitious advance.
The reasons
are as

of in

A Kin.t

tempt would be made in

S

page—I)e Senectute; the Gold
Excitement in Boston last Thursday.
2ar* The Bangor Times says a gentleman
objected to playing cards with a young lady,
because, he said, she had such a ‘‘winning
way” about her.
There was a grand Union rally in Bangor on Saturiiay evening last. Vice President
Hamlin was present, and upon being loudly
called for responded in a few remarks, which

aud in peilect

quite true,
to a depreci-

FROM

Australasian.Liverpool_ New York Feb
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portlaud..March
Hammouia.Southampton.New York March
Saxonia.Southampton.New York March

On the fourth

leading article, which was written hurriedly
good nature, and having closed
our day's work, little suspecting that an at-

48 per cent, premium.
It is one thing, to say that the advance of

Adie
11
Akermau Dan'l D

City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York. Feb 25
leutonim.Southampton New York... Feb 26
Feb 26
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland

of thjs

CJ”On the first page—Recent Debates
Augusta; Principle and Taste in reference
the Negroes.

Gross Attempt to stop the Press.
Lost evening we left the office at a little
past six o'clock, having read the proof of the

to

Chance

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Adjourned.

the close of the session, made a sudden downward plunge of 20 per cent., the latest dispatch from New York repotting quotations at

C narlea II

»

In the town elections the returns continue
to come in favorably. The returns thus far
foot up 102 republicans and 29 opposition.

the time for examination of accounts; additional
to the act incorporating the city of Bangor; bill
in reference to the claim of Miles Wilson on
the county of Penobscot; resolve in favor of
Spencer (1. Bowes.
On motion of Mr. Kingsbury, Mr. Hopkinson
of Fort Fairfield was excused from any further
attendance this session.
Finally patted.—Resolves—in favor of the
preservation of the titles of Penobscot Indians
to certain islands in the Penobsct river; in favor
of Ebenexer Jackman.
Patted to be enacted.—Act restoring the bounty for the destruction of bears and wolves.
Mr. Eaton, of Prospect, presented a resolve
in favor of Hamlin Dickey which lies over under
the rules.
Mr. Hayden called up the resolve to procure
copies of original documents in the British State
pajier office, relating to the history of the Indians,
a d moved its indefinite postponement.
Alter
some discussion the motion prevailed.
On motion of Mr. Kingsbury, it was ordered
that on and after Thursday the l'Zth instant, all
propositions of a new character presented to this
Legislature, shall be referred to the next Legislature.
Mr. Grant, of Ellsworth, presented a resolve
making a conditional grant to the town of Tremout, which lies over one day under the rule.

three months, our honest

Adams Moaea

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

—

Eng rotted in concurrence.—Resolve in favor
of Pussamoquoddy Indians; act to amend tlie
act in aid of families of volunteers, extending

Gabriel himself, if he continues to make such
a paper as he has made the Argus tor the past

noting.

•avage ambush is his "style,” so be it, but we
would a thousand times rather be convicted of

But

nf

LIST

...

Belfast.
Hon. Albert G. Jewett was
elected Mayor yesterday by over 100 majority.
He was nominated by the Union men and republicans. They aiso carried four out of the
five wards of the

OF 1 ASts mwi-ased upon reaiaent*. amountiU|( to Fire Uollara aud upward*, remaining uu.
paid, published in accordance with an Ordinauce of
the City.
I1F.XBY P. LOltD.
Treasurer and Collector.

Mary

city for two years past.
Lewiston.—J. B. Ham was yesterday elected Mayor by a large majority.

Read and Attigned—Bill to amend Chap. 39,
R 8., relating to bowling alleys and billiard
saloons, and also Chap 82, of the laws of '62
relating to the same.
Patted to be engrotted.—Resolve in favor of
tnu'ti

municipal government

CITY or POBTLAm
Tbearuxxk's Orvica, March 10, IMS

■

BTEAMKB

have had the

concurrence.

♦ Via

|

Biddeford.—As was anticipated, the opposition have carried this city by about the same
majority they had last fall. The democrats

HOUSE.

(to

DIED.
In this city, March 9, Mr. Henry Cushman, aged
46 yean*.
|'F~ Funeral this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 2 o'clock,
from No. 44 Winter street.
At Woodford's Corner, Westbrook, March 8, of
lung fever, Mr. Addison P. Woodard, aged 66 years.
In New Orleans. Feb 9. Acting Master A. 5>. Wig1 on
gin. ISN. of .Scarboro, Me.,—of wounds rec
board gunboat Col. kinsman, in the ba tie of Beyou
Teche. Jan 14.
In Bath. March 8. Charlie F.. son of James A. and
Eliza J. Winslow, aged 7 pears8 months,
lu Peru, Feb. 21. Miss
J. Deshou, aged 16.
i

wards.

favor of David

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Stone of Jay.
Pa|>ers from the Senate were disposed

back out.
If our neighbor Is a loyal man we advise
him to nrnve th:it lovaltv hv a cordial sunnort

from ourself.

of ia

Adjourned.

good faith, that if he is
fishing for a similar a|>ology he is fishing in
the wrong pond. When wo honestly express
an opinion, in good faith, we don't know how

a

disposed

Weston; in favor of R. Y. Watson; relating to
Currier's shot proof dome; in favor of the town
of Raugeiy and Kangely plantation; in favor of
the Penobscot Indians.
Mr. Woods called up the resolve authorizing a
survey and lease of the lands in the Indian
township in Washington- County. The resolve
was amended and passed to
bq engrossed.
Mr. Woods ottered a series of resolutions so
altering the constitution that the Governor and
Senators may be chosen by a plurality of votes.
They were referred to the Judiciary Committee
and ordered to be printed.

upon
We notify him in all

suspecting victim.

or

Finally patted.—Resolves—in

Mr. Blaine, and how he was let oiT
regular hack down and public apology ?

shall he receive

were

teers.

answer to
i

tions.

If guerrilla warfare

are

stranger, but we do not rcler to that kind.
Does he rememlier when he was summoned to

to vindicate our veracity by walking into
0 trap which he had nicely adjusted for an unUS

become a party to its “blood and

a

base triflers with the peace of
the country, warring upon the constitution, |
and laboring to make disunion an accomplish-

ed fact by their radical, disloyal and
ble teachings.

Mr.

came

making this article too long. We
have had some experience in libel suits, haviug
been twice prosecuted by copperheads—the
ininions ot Buchanan, Floyd A Co.,—for telling
the truth, who claimed that we had damaged
them and should be holdeu to pay, but a jury
could not be made to see it in that light. We
hoped we were not to lie interfered with in
like manner again. We believe the editor of
tiic Argus has had some experience in similar
prosecutions. Indeed, he lias had an experience in a class of libel suits to which we are

month later it said, “the Press is

were

Argus

from the House

Seminary.

Congress “all reeking with treason and
crime," and should have been kicked from the
doors. In hugging and caressing it, did Dot
the

Mayor by
majority. Six wards arc largely
republican, and one was barely carried by the
opposition. It is the largest republican majority »t a Spring election for live years.”
Bangor.—A special dispatch states that
the republican majority is between 600 and
600. S. H. Dale, Esq., is elected Mayor, and
the republicans carry six out of seven of the
119

The Agricultural College report was assigned
for to-morrow.
On motion of Mr. Cram, the Senate reconsidered its vote passing an order for balloting fur
Major General to-morrow, and the order was
tabled.
Patted to be engrotted.—Act to set off part of
the town of Albion and to annex the same to the
town of Benton; act additional to the act incorporating Westbrook Seminary; act additional to
Chap. 130 of the laws of '62, establishing the
office of Liquor Commissioner; resolve iff favor
of Passamaquoddy Indians, for Educational
purposes.
Patted to be enacted.—Act to secure the proper
expenditures of school money in Madawaska
plantation; act explanatory of Chap. 106, of
the laws of ’62, relating to suits against volun-

to

The rebel clipper “Eastern Argue,” very
early a/ter the establishment of the Press,
commenced by adroit manoeuvers to harrass
and einbarraas the new competitor fbr public

PUKSB.J

Read and attigned.—Resolve for repair of
state roadB in Indian territory; act to change
the corporate name of the Maine Wesleyan

We

—

of Distress.

laboring for the cause of Jeff. Davis.” A few
daytaler still it said, of the editors of the Press,
“If anybody merits the muzzle of it prison
they do.”
We give these simply as samples of Its
style and spirit. We could till a column with
similar quotations, all going to show, according to that delectable sheet, that the Press and

Papers

concurrence.

no more

think, however, we could make
good oar statement in this regard. We remember that the Argus advocated the forcing
of the Lecompton constitution upon the people of Kansas, and we know, too, that even a

tht year.

DAILY

SENATE.

this language actionable.
than corporations can be

suppose

libeled.

Toon, 06.00 a year if paid nothin three monthe
from Iks date <f enbeoription, or $7.00 at the end qf

A Rebel Croft Crippled and Fifing

to

TO THE

Augusta, March 9.

but the editor is too well versed in the law of

Tike circulation of the Daily Press it larger
than that of any other daily in the city.

City and Town Elections.
Augusta.—A special dispatch to the Press
says, "The copperheads in this city arc completely routed. W. T. Johnson was elected

--
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Houaea iu the Weat End of the i lty. couaidering
location, neighborhood aad other advantage*. For

I

1

particular, enquire of
March

t-tw
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HATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

The following cases were forwarded to
soldiers and the various hospitals yester-

our

City Affair*.
A special meeting of tbe City Council
held last evening.

day

Boston, from

In the Board of Aldermen, the remonstrance
of S. Myrick, Edward Fox et als., against let-

ting any portion of the old City Ilall for a fish
market, was referred to the Committee on
Public Buildings.
Mr. Putnam presented revised Rules and
Regulations for the Fire Department, which
were referred to the Committee on File Department <Jn tbe part of this Board.
The two branches met in convention for the
purpose of electing three Assessors for the

next

municipal

year.
The whole number of ballots
Necessary to a choice,
John C. Proctor had
S. B. Beckett,
Win. H. Foye,
and were declared elected.

thrown,

25
13
13
14

13

Hall J. Little had 9, C. B. Varney 8, E. D.
Choate 7, scattering 4.
The

meeting

then

adjourned.
In Board of Common Council, the President, Mr. Fox, being absent, Edward II.
Daveia, Esq., was elected President pro tern.
Papers from the Board of Aldermen were
disposed of In concurrence.
After the convention for the election of Assessors, the Board adjourned.
Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
The Grand J ury came in and

CRIMINAL

Monday.

reported seventeen bills of indictment for vaoffenses, among which were six for larceny, two for false pretenses, one for burglary,
one or arson, one for compound larceny, two
for keeping drinking houses and tippling
■bops, one for bad road, (town of Cumberland)
and one for proenring an abortion. The grand
jurors were then discharged from any further
rious

attendance until tbe next criminal term,
the last Tuesday of July.

Lysander P. Townsend

was

fonr different indictments for

on

arraigned on
larceny. He

not

robes from Mr. Ira Milliken of Scarboro'.
He attempted to show imbecility, but the

some

dodge was seen by the Court, who ordered a
plea of not guilty to be entered.
Bartlett J. Decoster was arraigned on two
indictments—one charging bim with compound larceny, In stealing a pair of gloves of
the value of two dollars, from the person of
George F. Junkins; tbe other, for simple larceny, in stealing a saw, the property of Simon
M. Sawyer. He pleaded not guilty to both in-

Limington; 1 barrel apEngland Booms, New
ork, from T. B. Jones, Esq.; 1 do do, from
John Sparrow, Esq.; 1 do do, from Col. Lynch;
l box hospital clothing for same, from Ladies’
Committee, l’ortlund; 2 barrels M. G. Pearson, Annapolis; I (mix do do; 2 cases Hon. E.
B. French, Washington; 2 barrels Chester,

Michael H.

Ready pleaded

not

guilty

Penn., for Misses Usher and Titcomb; 8 do Col.
1 do Col. Lakeman, 3d Me.; 1 do
Col. Ames. 20th; 3 do Mrs. Eaton and Fogg,
from West Buxton, East Westbrook aud
Woodford’s Corner.

Hathaway;

Cy-Mr. John Bell,

to an in-

beth.
Isaac Steven* pleaded guilty to keeping a
drinking house and tippling shop.
John B, Hughes pleaded not guilty to an
indictment charging him with procuring an
abortion on ths body of 8arah E. Cbickering.
Court adjourned to 10 o’clock Tuesday, at
which time the traverse jurors will come in,
and the trials will be proceeded with.

fan Court Martial.—This military body
convened in this city, will probably be
busy for some weeks. So far as we can learn,
now

the desertion cases before the court are mostly cases of absence without leave, beyond fur-

lough. To-day, Eben M. Field of Windham,
of Co. F, 7tli Maine regiment, will probably
be tried for desertion in face of the enemy.—
During the seven days’ fight before Richmond,

Field left his company and returned to his
home in Windham, in this State, where he was
married about six weeks ago.
The defense,
we understand, will be that such desertion is
not the mime contemplated by law; and, if so,
it was mitigated on the ground that Field bad
been unable to do duty for weeks previous
thereto, and has beeu sick since his arrival
home. Should Field establish these facts, the
sentence of tho Court will be less severe in
case they find him guilty.
The Horse Railroad.—The right of way
secured, both in this city and Westbrook, by the Portland and Forest Avenue
Horse Railroad Company, and the Directors

has been

intend to

push matters tor its speedy complePreparations for laying the track will
commence just as soon at the snow is off the
ground, and then will be no delay in the matter. The enterprise is in the hands of competent managers, and they an determined now,
tion.

the thine has been talked of for some years,
and as everything wears a favorable aspect for
the completion of the road, that there shall be
as

talking

about it but action, prompt
and determined. That this road will be of

great convenience and benefit to our city and
to Westbrook we have never doubted from
the inception of the project. We
hope and
trust the proprietors will reap good dividends
from it.
wj«s Kivfruwmcni oi

me

uern&n-

dex Ravel troupe, in another column. Their
first entertainment will be given to-morrow
evening at Deering Hall. Several members of
the old Ravel troupe belong to this
company.

“Hemandet,” says the Hartford Courant,
“keeps his audiences in constant good humor,
and the whole troupe gives the
highest satisfaction.”
Another Hartford journal says,
“The pantomine of ‘The Magic Trumpet’ kept
the crowd in a roar; it was quite equal to the
things we used to see, when the Ravels were
In their glory at Niblo’s Gardens.” It will be
noticed that the exhibition to-morrow
evening
concludes with this laughable piece.
To TbaVKLL1CI18.—Attention is invited to
the advertisement of Mr. W. D. Little, who is
agent for the sale of tickets to the West,
South West, North West, California, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and .Washington. This agency is a great convenience to
our

merchants, traders, and to all travellers
generally, especially to ladies, as they can secure through tickets
by either route, before
starting, thus saviug them much trouble and
expense. Mr. Little is agent for all the favorite routes to New York,
Washington and the
Great West, and deserves the
patronage of the

public.

Ssow

Slides.—There

was

dodging by pedestrians yesterday

considerable

avoid the
slides ol snow which came from the roofs of
buildings, and many hats were smashed by
them. One heavy bank came from a

just

as

two ladies were

to

building
passing, and they re-

ceived a large
portion of it. The bonnet of
one of them was “a love of a bonnet”
no

longer, but the ladies congratulated themselves
that they had sustained no personal
injury,
beveral horses

down, but
curred.

who has for about

we

started

as

have heard of

the slides
no

eight

years taken care of the nursery and grounds
of Hon. John B. Brown, has now located himself at Elmwood Nursery, Woodford's Corner,
and is ready to receive orders for jobbing in

green-houses, gardens and graperies. The
orders can be left at Sparrow’s Seed store in
this city, or at the Nursery in Westbrook.
The beautiful order in which Mr. Bell has
kept the groands of Mr. Brown is the highest
recommendation he needs.
His exhibitions
at the Fairs in this city have taken

many

Promotions.—Capt. J. P. Wales, 17th U.
S. Infantry, to be Major by brevet, for meritorious conduct in the Peninsula and at Fredericksburg.
Inman, I7th U. S. Infantry, to be
Captain by brevet, for meritorious conduct at
Lieut. H.

“The Wa* for the Union.”—The 19th
and 20lh numbers of this excellent work have

been received by the agent of Virtue, Vorston A Co., No. 161 Middle street.
These numbers are beautifully embellished, with a lifelike likeness of Gen.

Hajteck,

the gun and mortar boats

jy-The
from Island

on

and
the

a

view of

Mississippi.

train on the Grand Trunk

road,

Pond, yesterday,

arrived about 6
o’clock,—four hours behind time.

Sy-Lieut. T. H. Webber, formerly
city, is Post Adjutant at Augusta.

of this

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

PAPERS.

came

injury that

oc-

From Hilton Head
The Destruction of the
JNaahviUe—Various Items.
—

New Yoke, March 9.

A Hilton Head correspondent, under date of
the 1st, states that the pirate Nashville endeavored, during a fog, to run past the blockaders, but goOiground. Commander Worden
discovered her and ran up within 1200 yards
of her with the Montauk.
Fort McAllister
opened a furious lire ou the Montauk, but
Capt. Worden took no notice of it, leaving the
wooden gunboats to reply to that. The fourth
shell from toe Montauk,a 15-inch, burst in the
Nashville setting her on Are.
Another one
went through her side into the
magazine, and
the embryo pirate blew up with a loud
explosion. Neither tlie Montauk or wooden vessels
were harmed by the fire from the
nor
was
fort,
any one hurt.
The Nahant and Patapsco have been sent
on an expedition to teat their
fighting qualities in Assibaw Sound; also the Ericssou with
mortar boats in tow.
It is reported that an attempt will be made
to finish up the rain Fingal.
It is not thought that Fort McAllister will
make much more resistance, as it was built to
defeud the Nashville.
On the 4tli heavy firing was heard all the
morning in the direction of Fort McAllister,
where four monitors, three mortars and five
gunboats were pounding away, and its capture
was

is more cheerful.
A special dispatch to the Cincinnati Commercial reports the health of the army im-

Press.

proving. important

Special Session
Washington, March 9.
—

HEX ATE.

Mr. Anthony offered a resolution
having ir
view the appointment of a committee on Man
to
consist
of live members. Lies
ufactures,
over under the rules.
Mr. Anthony referred to the fact that then
were formerly a committee ou Manulacturei
and a committee on Agriculture, but both wen
dropped in 1857. The latter, however, hat
recently been restored, at the instance of th<
Senator from Ohio, Mr. Sherman. His
objecl
now was to revive the committee on Manufac
lures, as it seemed to be understood that al.
tlie standing committees would be
reorganized
at the next session.
He would be coutenl
with an amendment of the 24th rule so as tc
provide for a committees on Manufacture*
and allow Ute appointment of its members tc
be suspended until the next session.
The Senate then went into Executive session.
FROM WASHINGTON.

£y~Buekley’s Serenaders drew an Immense
audience at the City Hall last evening, and the
performance went off well. The burlesque
opera of Lucretia Borgia is full of fun and
wit, and Is, alone, worth the price of admission.
The music of the troupe is excellent, and their
songs and choruses are handsomely executed.
The performances elicited great applause. Tonight they give their second performance in
the same place.

expected by night.

The World's Port Koyal correspondent states
that the Montauk, when returning from destroying the Nashville, rau over a torpedo,
which exploded, tilling the vessel
up two feet,
but did no injury except a slight disarrangement of the machinery.
The sixteen officers who tendered their resignation from the 90th New York regiment,
have beeu reinstated by Gen. Hunter.
A Sign of the Time*—A Southern Paper out
in Fa rot of a Beoonstruction of the
Union.
New Yoke, March 9.
The Georgia Southern Union has come out
in favor of a reconstruction of tile old Uuion.
The Atlanta (Ga) Confederacy thus
greela
the proposal of the Southern Union:
“We
advise the editor (Mr. Murray) to go to New
him
be
to
England, believing
unfriendly to the
country in which he lives, aud that Massachusetts is the only suitable place for him.
He is
unworthy of a resideuce in the Confederacy.
The sooner he goes the better for him. Better
leave at once and be consistent before being
iuvited to go.
In Massachusetts be will be
welcomed by great uumbers of people of his
owu way of thinking and be made a hero of.—
He will be feted and feasted and find out his
own real consequence.
The conservatives
whom he love«, and not the abolitionists, whom
lie affects to despise, will do all this for him.—
There are fewer abolitionists in Massachusetts
than recoustructionisls in Georgia
Massachusetts is the very place for him—far more
than
congenial
any cotton State.’’

Confirmations

Rebel

Raid to

by

Forts at Charleston and Savannah
Iron-Clad.

New York, March 9.
The Tribune’s special
dispatch says an arrival from Richmond
yesterday states that the
retails consider

Vicksburg

tbeir most valuable
point,
they now receive most of their supvia
Texas
and Vicksburg, but they are
plies
apprehensive that it will be taken.
The Charleston and Savannah forts are ironclad, and it is thought will be able to hold out
against our troops and fleet.
as

Capture of 300 Rebels.
New Yore, March 9.
A special dispatch from Washington states

that 300 rebels
arrived at the

captured Saturday, and
Washington prison that uight.
were

New York Market.
New Yore, March 9.
Cotton—firmer; Hie, laoo bales at 86 ® 86c lor
middling uplands
Flonr-SUU* and Western rather more steady;—
Superfine State 6 75 ® 6 96; Extra do 7 00 ® 7 26:—
choice 7 30 ft 7 76: Round
Hoop Ohio 7 65 ® 7 66;
choice 7 76 ® 9 00; Superfine Western 6 80 a; 7 60;
Southern unchanged; £fixed to good 7 40 a 7 76;
Fancy aud Extra 780® 10 80; Canada unchanged;
Common 7 10 & 7 60; Extra 7 60 ® 9 00.
Wheat—more Heady; C hicago Spring 1 38 ® 1 60;
Milwaukie Club 1 8Q ® 1 66; Winter Red Western
1 70 ft 1 76.

%

Corn—dull and lower; Mixed Western sound 92
<£ 94.
Heef—dull.
*“d “ncb*nKcd 1 Me" 14 50 ® 14 "6 for

oldUrk_dUl1

Sugar*-* shade firmer; New Orleans Ilf » HiCofle*:—very quiet.
'1,'ni»ud i Raw Orleans 48
"■'d0™'*
® 66. “orto Rico
66; Muacovado 42.
f ™>igl»t4 to Liverpool—very dull.

ra?r0,*£H!r,i!

Wool—quiet and

steady.

by

the

Houia.

movements

pending.

are

One gunboat was up the Yazoo Pass, and had
nearly reached Yazoo City. The canal at
Lake Providence was nearly ready for use.
Advices from below Cairo say that transports with rebel troop* are exacted to come
out of White river and offer battle.

Proceedings of

the Cherokee National
Council.
St. Louis, March 9.

The camp Blunt, Kansas, correspondent of
tile Democrat, under date of the 26th ult.,
says the Cherokee National Council has just
adjourned. This was the same council that
was coerced into passing an ordinance of
secession by the rebel army. Their first act
was to repeal it unanimously.
They then
passed an act depriving of office In the nation
and disqualifying all who continue disloyal to
the U. S. government. They then
passed an
act

abolishing slavery.

The Rebels Raising the Indlanola.
New Yoke, March 9.
The following dispatch, dated Jackson,
March 5tli, is published In the Richmond Inquirer of the 7th inst.:
Gen. Stephenson, commanding at Vicksburg, telegraphs March 4th as follows: The
IndiaDola is not destroyed. We are at work
to raise her.
Oue 11 inch gun was burst; the
others are not injured.

Enemy.

be Register of Laud office al East
Saginaw,
Midi.; Samuel P. Allen, to be Collector of the
28th collecting district of the Stale of New
to

The rebels buried
and retained 250 wounded. The rebel surgeons who met our Hag of truce admit the
loss of upwards ol 100 killed on their side.
Two regiments of Indians were engaged in
battle under Van Dorn.
Filly-three rebel
prisoners were brought into Franklin Sunday
night captured at Uuionville, and all the camp
equipage, Ac.

sippi squadron.

Information has been received that the rebel

with his command stealthily entered FJSrfax Court House this morning, at 2
o’clock. They captured the Provost Marshal,
Oscanuess, patrols, horses, Ac., together with
Geu. Stoughton, and all the men detached
from Ills brigade. Ttley also took every horse
which could he found, public and private. The
commanding officer ol the Post, Col Johnson
of the 5th New York cavalry, made his escape.
The rebel* searched for men in every direction.
All available cavalry were at last accounts in
pursuit of the rebels.
The enemy appeared suddenly during a
rainstorm. Gen. Stoughton had established
his headquarters at some distance from his
The rebels captured 110 horses.
brigade.
They went in search of Geu. Wyndham, but

Capt. Mosely

uc iii

a^uiii^iuil, uui
took his papers.
i*

they searched his trunk aud
telegraph operator, it is said,

The

was

takes

prisoner.

Municipal Election.
Banook, March 9.

city

election

to-day resulted in a complete Union triumph. Sainuel H. Dale, Esq.,
Union candidate, was chosen Mayor by 521
majority, and every ward but oue was carried
for Union candidates. Tile neighboring towns
of Oldtown, Milford, Brewer and Stetson go

the same way. Town elections in the Slate
so far as heard from have
gone 80 Uniou,31

Democrats.

From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe March 8.
The flag of truce boat State of Maine brought
here from City Point last evening, about 4U0

Adjournment

of the

The Late Battle at Thompson’s Station.—
Hebei Cavalry Cut to pieces. —Stirring
News Expected from Vicksburg.

Cincinnati, March

9.
A special dispatch from Murfreesboro to the
Gazette gives additional particulars of Ilia
fight at Thompson's Station. There is no evidence that our force was surprised. Van l)oru
was known to be iu force ahead,and a
brigade

slowly advancing, constantly skirmishing,

when the rebels with their superior force engaged us in front aud on both flanks. The
124th Ohio, which was in the rear with the
wagon train at the time of llie rebel flank
movements, were cut off from the main body,
and escaiied. The 22d Wisconsin, tJUth Michigan, 83d and 85lh Indiana were then completely surrounded, and after the exhaustion
of their ammunition, having inflicted severe
loss on tile enemy, they wera compelled to
surrender. A flag of truce was seut to the
rebel line* for information of our losses, but
was prohibited from approaching the battlefield. They were told by the rebel officers
that they bad buried 80 Federal privates and
20 who afterwards died of their wouuils, aud
that from 250 to 300 were wounded. No Federal officers were killed, and but one wounded. The rebels, out of 12,000 engaged, lost
one Colonel, several officers, 180 killed aud a
proportionate number wounded.
The 17th Peuusylvania and 4th Michigan
cavalry attacked Bussell’* rebel cavalry at
Uuionville, 10 miles from Murfreesboro, ou
Saturday, and cut them to pieces. The rebels
lost 50 killed and 180 wounded, all
by sabre
strokes. 2 captains, 3 lieutenants and 53
privates were taken
prisoners, and all their camp
was

captured.

The Gazette’s correspondent says:—“Look
for stirring dispatches from this
quartet
within three days if the rebels stand their

out

ground.”

The Gazette has news from

New York, March 9.

Second Board —Stock* higher but not active. Since
the board gold closed at 1 58.
Anmrican !>old.1571
Ohio 6's 1881.117
California 7’*. .132f
Nroth Carolina 6'*,.9s!
T.ea*ury 7 3-lmli* .105
United State* Q> 1881 registered. 99!
United State* 6'a 1881 coupon*.101,

Letter from the National Capital.
CLOSING scenes and incidents of the
session.

Washington, March 0,1863.
To the Editors of the Press:
During the last days of the session, the Capitol was a scene of feverish excitement.
Up
and down its stately stairways, and along its
broad corridors, the tide of people poured back
and forth constantly.
During the afternoon
and evening, the galleries and passages were
thronged, but as the sittings crossed the
dead waist and middle of the night,” aDd
ran into the small hours of the
morning, the
galleries thiuned, until only a few persevering
spectators and drowsy reporters looked down
upon the worn and jaded legislators, who
wearily plied their task below. Once in a
good while proceedings would brighten up
transiently, but it was rarely that anything
more enlivening than the ayes and noes, or a
speech agaiust lime, relieved the monotony.
A decidedly rich scene took place in the
Senate during the session of Monday
night
The

matter under debate was the
report of
the Committee of Conference on the
Bill to
indemnify the President and others for sus-

pending the

writ of habeas

corpus” a measure hated more intensely by the more bitter
Democrats than almost any other proposed
by the present Congress. Some four or flve
Senators had apparently determined to defeat
it by making speeches against time, moving to
amend and to adjourn, and in general
by that
system of tactics known here as ftllibusterin/j.
At about half past four, Tuesday
morning, Mr.
Bayard of Delaware had the floor and was
going on in a way that made the end of the
matter look exceedingly far off and
misty. Mr.
Powell of Kentucky, thinking possibly that his
friend would hold out longer and go further
for a little respite, moved an adjournment, Mr.
Bayard yiulding the floor. On this motion a
division was demanded, and the ayes aud noes
were
subsequently ordered. Mr. Pomeroy,
who was then presiding, announced the result
and said in the usual formula,
The question
is now upon concurring in the report of the
Committee of Conlerence.
in favor of

—

Senators,

concurring,

as

many

will say,

Aye;

—

appear to have it—the ayes have it, and the
report is concurred in." Senator Trumbull,

watchful,

was

on

his feet iu a mo-

with a motion
to proceed to the consideration of House hill 50»” Not until the motion was agreed to, the floor lost
re-

beyond

covery, aud the whole thing settled irreversibly, did the factious Senators seem to realize
that they had been fairly beaten at their own
tactics. Their surprise, astouishment aud dis-

gust

were

minutes

ludicrous

or so

to

behold.

For tlfleen

they stood explaining and pro-

testing, vociferating and gesticulating, sad and
melancholy examples of the inutility and folly
of
putting one's foot in it.”
The 37th Congress approached its political

dissolution with a decent composure, which
judging from what has been written of similar
eveuts

seems

be

remarkably creditable.
During the night of Tuesday there was iu the
House a good deal of bustle aud upstir, of eager and hurried action, but no such disregard
of rules, orders aud proprieties, as I have
to

sometimes read of.
been

Whenever

disposed of, there was
floor, aud the Speaker's

one

matter

had

general rush for
the
voice demanding
order was often heard but faintly above the
general clamor; the blows of the gavel, usually so quieting iu their effect, seemed frequently to contend in vain with the confusion. I
a

saw, however, no indecorum more heinous
thau the smoking of a eigar. As the hour of
twelve approached on Wednesday, the crowd
of spectators not only filled the
choked up the door ways, but

galleries
througed

and

the
corridors aud passages. Ther e was an excited
contest over a bill, which it was hoped to
pass,
but which was killed by au order for the
ayes
and noes. At tw'elve M., the Speaker rose and
with neat valedictory remarks declared the
dissolution of the existing House of

Repre-

sentatives.
tc
Il

Vicksburg
Tuesday. Everything was working well.
was thought all the canals would be successful. The gunboats would soon be ftble to
pass
through the canal opposite Vicksburg. One

gunboat was up at Yazoo river. There was
uo doubt as to our ability to get our forciis in
the rear of Vicksburg, and thus cut off communication with Jackson.

When Senator Harris of New York

give

The Senate galleries, like those of the
were crowdeif' at au early hour.
Upon the floor were Secretaries
Chase, Seward,
Usher aud Welles, many Senators elect, and

House,

other

rose

his arm to Gov.

Morgan, the judge
inen of targe stature

Manager take* pleasure In
THE
citiien, of Portland and vlciuity,

pire

dignified body

to

Overture

Vol-an-Vent.A M. Hernandei.
In which character he will perform the ditltcuJt
feat of playing on k ourteeu Different Musical
Instruments, including the celebrated
Guitar Solo.

Father Nancbero./.Hons. C. Lehman
“•“O.Mon*. Tophofi

|

Mon*. A. Lehman.
J. Lehman.
DCRIMO THE PIECE:
Pn* de Coquette. Mon*. TophoSnnd Mi** J Lehman
M. Heruaudei.
Quadrille.By the Corpe de Ballet.

ZOSTAL BAR.

DARING TRAPEZE, Mr. G. Henry Moreate and
Mr. J. C. Franklin.

BOYD’S,

Iriak Comic Song

distinguished gentlemen.
twelve, Mr. Foot

utes before

A few minof

President pro tern., rose, and with

Vermont,
a

brief ad-

•

•

Harlequin.Mon*. TophaV.

ltch.Mies Caroline Lehman.
Statue.Mon*. A. Lehman.
Dandy.Mon*. A. Lehman.
Statue Merchant. Mr Morale
Columbine, daughter of Pantaloon, and
in lore with Harlequin .M’lie J. Lehman.
Peasant*. Demon*. Milkmaid*. 8errant«, Soldier*.
Ac., by the Corp* de Ballet.

Exchange Street,

see
am

PRICES OF

Gallery

ADMISSION—Parqoette

25 cent*.
Door* open at

Co.

6]—Performance

7|, precisely.
gy'Kewrved Seal*
der the ball

JOHN.

C. E.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Li

FIRST

LX

UlEHIfilosli., 10.1,

—

GEO H. MARK.
No 30

Lancaster

LUMSDON,

Hall,

FRIDAY EVE NINO, MARCH 19,
Coder the direction of the following

CenniHloe

.’Uerchnnt,
<£ 103 tVater Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.

Sl'LPH. QUININE.
MORPHINE.
H.

..

TITCOXB. Apothecary,

mch4 d2w

8.8

Liverpool
UAn

Cougress

Vea.lichartered,freight!

Ample xrrxngemcnte will be nude for the care of
clothing, kc., end no pain, will be .pared by the
committee to make IhieTHK good timeoftheieneon.
F iremen end the Military are requeeted to appear

Uppers to—Leonard < dtton.Esq., Tort«mouth.NH.
I. F. Williams, Hampton, Ji. H.
fobl d3m

Salt

TONS

At Wholesale !
bushels Extra Mealing Cora.
non
7 7iVWU ton Bbli. Stone
Mill. Floor.
m Bbli. Arcade
SO
Chlcuiaw
"
«6
Auguna

*•

• •
SO
Union
909.000 fret Pto# Shipping Boardc.
33.0U0 " Sprooeflaah
Su.000 •• Cheap rtu Board..
130.000 Plaa Clapboards—plaaad.
30,000 Sprue* Clapboard..
100,000 Extra Cedar Shiagin.
GEO. f.TOim,
By
Al ike bead of Cnloa Wharf.
Portland, Doe. Uth, 1883.
dtf

EY-Mu.kr by CHANDLER’S FULL BAND.
Ticxxre (1 00: to the (inllcriee. SO eta—to be ob
tnined of the Committee, and at the door,
mcbfi

UK. CHADWICK

TO LET.
BOARD, ia small family,
WITH
room. With bedroom, ui table tor
and hie

Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between Chestand Elm. and opposite the head ot Cedar Sts.
febl3 dim

£

So. 27 York street—the lot eontaiuiag abowt
tJ.000 feet of land; the house well limbed
good order. For sale on rreeonabl* term*,
or weald he enchanted tor a
good modem baRt
house, ia a good location.
For farther particular, inquire of
JOHN C PROCTER,
Street, adjoining the Poet (Mae.

and

in

__Lhoe

••mi atr

REAL ESTATE TOR HAT.1S 1
BY JOUR C. PROCTOR.
Brick Dwelling Uo.se. with large iota, ew

TWO
Green Street.
One woodon

Dwelling

One Store and Lot on
Two Houses and Lou

House and Lot
L'ulon Street.
on

Spring Style
At

HALL.

The Celebrated and

JL

BUCKLEY’S

Silk Hats!

OSce m Lise St., adjoining Past OBca.
Portland. Feb. ID. ISM.
gw

floor. Middle Street, centrally situated
OSandsecond
easy of
Apply at So. M Cnmmeroial
sees**.

tobM If

To Be Let.
the second
Middle street—Mitcbell’s
CHAMBERS
in

given immediately. inquire

Original

story,

SERENADERS,

Brass Band,

by the ConforaRtenr.^a

CONJUNCTION

IE

Lucretia
Doors open El

6$, Concert to commence at 7| o*clk.
TICKETS. 36 Cents.

web 6 d6t

Social Levees.

THE

equity'against

the York
aud Cumberland Railroad Company aud others, “to
determine the number and amount of boude issued
by said Railroad Company under the construction
cou tract and mortgage." mentioned in the
pleading*
in said case, “aud now outstanding—to w hom the
tame are due. and the amount thereof,
inor
terest,
coupous for interest; and to receive and
return the same into said Court with his return thereon. aud also to determiue how much is due upon the
ooustructiou cou tract for which no bonds have been
issued as provided tbereiu, aud which is still secured
by the mortgage aforesaid, and to whom the same is
now due—hereby rives notice that he will atteud to
the duties assiguea to him as aforesaid, aud hear all
parties iu relatiou thereto at the Court Room or the
Supreme Judicial Court iu the city of Portland, on
Monday, the sixth day of April naxt. at 8 o'clock in
the afternoon.
$c.TH MAY.
rach6 eodtinch28A w4w 38

including

Dimensions, &C-, Wauled.
ftrifl u N KA L tret. II by 10 I Buck Maple or
l)UU W)
4 bv 16 (
MO it 4 by S in pa 20 and 22 ft I* )
Beach.
'•

Kali Road Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coup *ns thereon due on the 16th of October, 1862. are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland A Kbnnkrbc Railroad, (a new organization.) as soon aa the book* and oertitioates can be
prepared, iu accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. 8. CUSHING.
ny, Nov. 8. 1862.
Treasurer Portland A Kenuebec Railroad.
decl8dtf
Augusta. Dec. 16, 1862.

HOLDERS

Industry will be Hew urded.
addressing V, Box 2168, Portland, Me., iufbrinatiou cau be had how oue or two respectable
young men can meet with good employment, and, if
suitable, a permanent situation in a commission
business.
mch7 lwd*

BY

ASSOCIATION

—A

LAO—

feb!7—eodSm

For flak.
HOUSE AND LOT, No 8 Cedar atreet.aear
the new school house—lot 40 M by M; soutuias 18 rooms with alJ the oouveuieoces, ua4
ia good order; is suitable for two fhailies.

M

-ALSOPew No 90 in Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sold low it’ applied for tow, at
mv busiues* takes me out of the State
For terms. Ac., call ou Freeman Bradford, Keq.,
88 Exchange Street
Z. K HARMON.
feblS 8wdAw35

Third Floor,

streets.
THE

of Middle and
at 86 State Street.

corner

Enqoire

Traill

jaali

WILL HOLD A SERIES OF

FOUR

—coxxEXCixe—

Wednesday Evening, March llth,
and will continue

I

T4» Lei.
commodious Chamber ia the northerly earuer or the aew brick block, -oraer of Limaaad
Milk Streets, directly Owing the market. Seat ow.
Enquire ut office of
OCE
INSURANCE CO.,
d.
No. 87 Exchanges*.
Sept. It. 18«X.

LEVEES, THE

AT XECXAHICS' KAIL,

on one

evening of the three follow-

ing weeks.
by Chandler’s Band.
Tickets—Oue Dollar each for the Coarse. Eventickets—Gentlemen, 5o eeuts; gentleman and
ing
laav 75 esuu.

\vants777l O ST.

ty Music

Tickets may bo had of
T. F. Cummings,
6. K. Darii.
J. V. King.

G. C. Freuch,
T. P. Beals.

•IJ.

£“[“•'
J. Gilbert,
mchd

dtf

M. A. Blanchard,
8 A. Nash.
Wm. Smith,
Dr. Newton.
J. W. Mansfield.
p ® Cuiutsiaga,
N. A. Foster.

X. C. X. Association.
Jh

The next meeting of this Association for
aso Debates will be held Tbnrsdsv eveumg March 12. at 7| o'clock, in their
Hal).
Library
Public are ixviteu.

4TV Lectures

Tjr
^
The

Lecture by Rov. 8. H
MERRILL, of the Bethel
Church. Sabject—The Sailor and his calling.
Per order of Committee.
n»ch7
F M CARSLEY. Soc’y.

T. S.

HATCH,
-AT HI.-

AlA

shore reward

will be paid lor tha recovery ef
certain RRVOLVISQ PISTOLS stolko tnm
THE
store
my

on

✓

the night of the Mth of February last.
O. L. BA I LET,
4# Exchange Street.

mob# is 1 wed

Waaled.
or

(Between Federal »nd Middle Street*,)
1* receiving daily. *ad .erviag up In every variety,

Froali Oysters.
feblttw

Luxuriant Whiskers and Moustaches
hr grown in fir teeata, br uaing PlLLIto.
ham * Stiudlatihu Csui'iXT
Price40 cenu
LOKING’S Drug Slum.
per box, at
Corner Exchange and Federal Street*.

CAN

Dissolution of Copartnership.
rpiIE Copartnership heretofore existing under the
A firm name of N. A FOSTER A CO.. I. thi. day
dissolved by mutual couseut. N. A Koeraa la *u-

t honied to eollact all duaa. and will
th* aaid Arm.
N

in man

wha
dellan.
employers
Would not object to fbrming a Copartnership srttk
Kelereucee exehaag.
some one already In bssinees
ed for a tew dsvs onlv.
Box
Portland P. O.
BUSINESS.
TOO,
Address
man

a

a

IDiptLeria.
AN be

prevented by caring roughs, COlde. Hoarse

snd nil Irritations
Uc Throat and Bronchos! I'tssets. with the Great German Remedy, Tbb
llxxrEL Prxtkxtiti. Clergymen, lawyers, teachers. singers, and all who overtax the strength of the
voeal organs, and oonsrqnentlv suffer from irritation
and soreness of the throat, swill Bud this medieina la
saleable
It not only ret seres, bnt permanently
wn

Testimony of Dr. Blass,of London.

10. 115 lICIilKI ST..

GP"FKIF.D CLAMS *erved at all hour*.

Book

Clark
keeper
wholesale store, by young married
A SITUATION
thousand
would like to loan his

cures!

OYSTER SALOOX,

par a>l debt* o(

A.VOSTKK,

Portland. Fab. 1, IW8.

TWENTY DOLLARS REWARD!

a*

■'

88 pi 8 by 12—12) fl long, of Mack Aah.
40U pi.es, 36 ft lour, 12 iu. diameter at the butt, and
8 at the top, straight and sound, of white, yellow,
and secoud growth Red Oak, Yellow and Brown
Asb, t»ray and White Maple and Ilacmatac.
1.236 lineal feet, 12 by 12. White Pine Lumber.
9,886 feet face, 4 by 4, white pine Plank.
D. T. CHASE.
Apply to
mch5 dtf

THE House on the corner ef Proepeet
aud Casoo streets—the tm-rmeut Uniahed tor s .tore. A good stand for a tom*
By Grocer.

TO LET.
THE SPIRITUAL

adopted:

Jeremiah M. Muon t ale iu

Borgia I

gy Entire charge of Programme each Evening.

parties

Waster In Chancery.
undersigned, appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court Master iu Chancery in the case of

A. T. DOLE

Two Lot*of Land, one on Spring and om «•
Spruce etreet. Lit her would be exchanged tor ft
good Dwelliu* House
For particular* please app!/ at 117 Middle itrwi,
Portland.
S. I MITCU&LL.

and

BURLESQUE OPERA,

At a meeting of the signers of the above, held at
the Counting Room of Messrv Chase. Bros, A Co.,
Mouday afternoon. March 2d. much indignation
wa* expressed on account of reports oircula ed
by
interested
that the merchauts u»ul<l, aud
some already k<ui, broken au agreement eutered into
for their mutual protection. The following Resolution was
Resolved, fhat we will not charter a vessel through
any broker who shall propose to us as a condition the
violation of the above agreeineut.
rncho d3w
----

ilfilH

MONDAY EVENING.

Ethiopian Minstrelsy,

Portland, February 13, 1868.
J. B. Brow a A 8ous.
llersoy, Fletcher A Co.,
Chase, Brother* A Co.,
8t. John Smith,
John Lynch A Co.,
A. L. Hobson,
Thomas Asencio A Co.,
J. H. Hainleu,
H. I. Robinson,
John U. Lord,
E. Churchill A Co.,
Hopbui Eaton,
Deo. 8. Hunt,
Isaac Dyer,
Isaac L. l ame,
Phinney A Jackson,
Isaac Emery,
Natb lJ. Miller,
Thus. W. oLtriun.
Edward Hatublin,
N. O. Cram.
Leorge H. Starr,
Jonas 11. Perley,
J. A 1>. Lord,
A. A 8. E. Spring.
Emery A Fox,

III IJB

WITB

Miss Julia Oould.

and Commission
1 Merchants of Portland, in order to make the
custom of tius port coutorm to that of all others in
this country, hereby agree—That from and alter this
date, they will in all cases require vessels by which
they may ship goods, to receive them a>ougside, aud
to pay all stevedores’bills ou the same. The
shippers shall have the privilege of designating the stevedores to be employed.

Store IS

For Sole.
^^^a
JNB

BURLESQUE OPBEA TROUPE!

NOTICE.
fPHE undersigned, Importers

orcr

Baildiag. Poeeeetiaa

of

Cooper’s Shop to Let.
AM Commercial Street, bead of Hobaoa'a Wharf
U
Inquire of J H HAMLES,
Office on Hobeoa's Wharf.
septti

-ANDPIT

York Si.

Oflflrc to Let.

CITT

Monday. Tnenday, Wedaenday A Than,
day, March »th, IOth,l 1th aad 12th.

HARRIS*, opposite the Postofflce.

SyHstd MADE TO
feb21—4w is od

on

Cbareh Street.

Jan* tr

JL

gentleman

TalBtMc Beal Estate for Sale.
THE Tom. Story Dwelling Hoaat end Let.

FOR FOUR NIGHTSj

nut

R>’ADY!

a

Street.

a. x.
p. x.

beat

ale*

a

wito. era physician. Knqaire at So. I Appleton Block. Coogreet street.
mcbddlw

mchU Id

MEW

Mr. Loring’s Drag
and Federal streets.

over

*

FOR SALE & TO LET.

in nnlform.

Physician’s Notice.

Street.

LIVERPOOL SALT, now lauding
vV/v from 8hip “Frank Pierce,” at Ceatnu
\Vbarf, and for sale in lots to suit purchasers, by
9
C. X. DAvlS,
feb*6 lined is*
117 Commercial Street.

Committee of Amugemeiln.
C. F. Cham. Foremen.
A. U He mow. Clerk.
J. X. Douon. Aae’r do.
Tiura Hannon.
Oxoaox H. JxvrxxDO.

rVAtteotiiiu to the -ale of Product, Flour,Grain,
and General Merck'indue.
procured, and budueas generally atteuded to with
promptness and dispatch;

ALL

Kxcnungu St.

Chemicals I
1
HO ozs
AW/28”

AT

WILL BE GIVEN

Portland.

5

CUM.

■»**-*>

a

edi>6w

3 to

la Fort St.

"p**-4»™- »««•
200Bl^*3vT
Alto. 7 DTohrx’
Virginia Tobacco Half

found..

After boob.

M

8HAW8,

Exchange

KISgTON,

For Sale by the Sahserther.

un-

“ALWAYS BEADY.”

JUST KBCElTED AT

of

PL

■■

gA

.HATS and CAPS

Hours—From 10 to 12

quality Herd. Grace Seed

luqulrcuf J.

'*

SPRING

c truer

Extra
T for .ale.

mcb»-2wed_No

loIatin.ee!

(iatirlay

mch9

Returning, will leave St. John every Monday, at 8
o'clock A. M., for Eastport, Portland and Boston.
“'M
c. C. EATON. Agent.

Oprice

Herds Grass Seed.

RICHARDSON. Agent

xfl—^

St John.

cent*;

A°Ctk)—

•

MERCHANDISE.

to commence at

be secured at Dana’*,

can

Orand.

On and after Thursday, March the
19th,the Steamer Forept Citt,
Capt. J. J. l.iMcomb. will, until farther uotioe. leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State 8t..
everv Thursday, at 6 o’clock P. M
for Eastport and

50

C°

*

For sale by

^

my friends and the publie
wnere 1
prepared to serve ail the luxuries that the Boston aud New York markets afford.
mch3 tf

HAS
Store,

mortgage.

MAGIC TRUMPET!

Having purchased the stock and fixtures,

Office Xs. 1

toSSSfc ciaA”!

With beautiful Tricks, Transformations and
Fireworks.
M. Hernandei.
9®*“..A.
Pantaloon, in old Taylor.Mon,. 8lolio*y

L. 8. TWoMBLV.Proprietor.

taken

large

y,k

Mr. J. A. Cotemai.

To conclude with the Fairy Pantomime entitled the

Batins House.

01

rooms—has a natural
spring of pure water
basement, and a
brick cistern in the eelrhere w • cemented fltx>r under the
whole hoate
with cemented diains into the
city sewers. There Is
a coal bole under the
sidewalk,
10 tons. The
House is well calculated for twoholding
families
It is new
occupy by Dr Ko«t«r Tbo
one ot the best neighborhoods
in the city ; tbebouse
new aud in due order, and the
property ©very war
desirable lor occupancy or investment.
Can be
at auy time before the sale.
Title undoubted A
large part of the purchase money can remote or

in the

Pauline and

Mons lopboff

MERCHANTS^EXCHANGE

JN. w.

Brown Street, next to Dr. Oilman's on Free
and Brown street, it is a three
story wooden house
with
basement—nearly net, built and finished of
flt«thft,l manner. Contains H

de Ballet.
y****-•—'.Corpe
hmoleeka
Mi*e Kate Marshall.

Corner of Casco Street.

General

on

on

Ai

LaStrynenne..*.M’lieJ. Lehman,

AscttoT

at poWie aoetlon
T.cday,March
WE*h»11»»
I‘*b, at 8 o’clock F. M.,
the premises Hoorn
Wo- 8

Dlvertiaensent!

Under Mechanic's Hall, Congress

Feb. *1.1W3

Real Estate sl

G. Henry Horeste,
gracefnl aud daring evolution* on the HORl-

In hi*

np the business the first of April.
We would s»r to those who are In want of nay
goods iu onr tine, that this it a rare chance to buv
goods CHEAP. Call soon at

136 Kiddle Street.

CoTa.otioara*.

a,eh#td.‘ltNaY

fMCombine.A.

sold within

CALAIS ft ST.

consist of a wooden two wtorr house
buildings
md
burn.
Sale positive, without
regard to weather.
Terms easy, ana made known
at sale
BAILEY *

Lunette.Mis*

EF“We would invite all to call and look at onr
g x>ds. The prices will be low. ns weiutend to close

EASTPORT,

Orchestra.

.......

on

of
“9 Maple .treefe, known'a*
5orn?,r
Gooding eatate. Thi. I. a valuable piece of croaerty .central* .ituated. The lot i. .boat t£ Mira
street, and lli feet on May)# street. The
th»
the

VUL-AU-VEBfTf

Fancy Groods and Toys.

Steamship

GREAT-

Performance will commence with the Laughable Pantomime, entitled

WILLOW ft WOODEN WARE,

generally,

on

The

Closing Out Sale

happy to

Real Estate at Aaettoa.
of Land with the Building, thereon

Wednesday and Thursday Evenings,
March 11th ft lfcth,

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,

should be

Over Ocean Inm,ranee Office.

Will attend to«'e* of
Vwol.,c.r,o«,
Stock., Beal
E*Ws and
Ntrcliandut
Sales promptly made and settled.
riJtrn

Sty.

T. S. P.

mchtdtf

light* Only,

The engagement of this combination of Artiste recently at Mblo’s Theatre, New York. and Academy
of Music, Boston, under the
management of Gabbi■l Ravel, tilled the house
nighiy with an audience
composed of the Elite of the

prettiest sights in Washington of
late has been the Stars snd Stripes floating in
the darkness of night above the chambers
where Congress was sitting, every fold and
ripple illuminated by the light otherwise invisible, striking upward through the glass roofs
of the extensions. May that dear flag soon be
illumined by the light of victory and the sunshine of peace, and floating above a nation of
freemen without a slave, be glorified by the
approving and benignant smile of God!

SMITH ft

appraiser,

.hall nil at public .notion
Friday. March
WE
13tli, at 3 o’clock P M.,
the prabinc, the
valuable Lot

lEIMim RAVEL TROIPE!

State.

our

a

Exchange Street*

on

Few

a

-WITH THE

of the Em-

entire stock to b«
the next raiHTT DATS!
F»9ITIVELY,

ST

to the
that he »1ll

city.

Fop

and

One ol the

Grand

auctioneer

an non net ny

visit this

the mechanic, both
and
dignified bearing, with hair silvered to a like
hue, seemed the well paired and worthy representatives iu this

kllim.'

Machinist.w Pmecom.

[President's desk to receive the
towering stature contrasted oddpetite figure of his colleague.

International

Stock Market.

keen and

the

g | armas
Mon*. H

* Orchestra

paTTE^

Commission Merchant.

.By 0

Properties.

SALES.

w7

E»WARD

SlT.SL*'"l''r.Mone. A. Grom
.Mon.» Toraopp.
5*155
M5a-,rer
I nek* and
rran,formation*
Lemma*

oath, his own
ly with the

Nos. 17 A 19

Indiana Legislature.
Indianapolis, March 9.
The legislature adjourned tine die to-day
without passiug any appropriation bill.

---J

J. C. MYF.RS.f Academy of Mneic, Providence, H.
I.)
t«M«« im Mam a okr.

As Mr. Cowan of Pennsylvania conducted
Mr. Buckalew, the new Senator from that

State, to

AUCTION
"

Deering Hall.

session of the

special

Senate for the transaction of executive business, was read, the new Senate organized, and
several new Senators sworn in.

prisoners, mostly privates.

as are

a

-AND-

ment

A strong force of rebels were at Luroy recently, and the military authorities at Winchester are of opinion that they are
moving
upon that place.

equippage

Our

President, calling

—or-

Y ork.

Brigadier Generals of vols., to be Majoi
Generals of vols.: Silas Casey, May 31, 1882:
Henry W. Slocum, July 4, 1882; John G.
Park, July 18, 1862; Cbas. S. Hamilton, Sept
19, 1882; Lovell H. Rosseau, October 8, 1882:
Hiram G. Berry,Nov. 29.1882; Abner Doubleday, Nov. 29,1802; Winfield S. Hancock,Nov.
29, 1882; George L. Hartsuff, Nov. 29, 1882;
Francis J. Herron, Nov. 29, 1882; Richard J.
Oglesby, Nov. 29,1882; Jos. J. Reynolds, Nov.
29, 1882; Geo.'Sykes, Nov. 29, 1882.
To lie Brigadier Generals of vols.: Major
John Buford, Assistant Inspector General U.
S. A., July 27, 1862; Col. Francis C. Barlow,
81st N. Y. vols.; Col. N.J. Jackson,Silt Maine
vols., Sept. 24, 1802; Capl. Convenor R. Warren of topographical engiueers, Col. of 5th N.
Y. vols., Sept 26, 1862; Col. John H. Ward ol
38th N. Y. vols., Oct 4,1882; Col. Solomon
Meredith of 19th lud. vols., Oct. 6, 1862; Maj.
Geo. L. Andrews of U. S. lulaulry, Col. 2d
Mass, vols., Nov. 10,1862.
To rauk as Brigadier Generals oi Volunteers from Nov. 29, 1882: Col. James Barnes
of 18th Mass.; Brig. Gen. Egbert B. Brown ot
Missouri State Militia; Capt.Roweyn B. Ayres
of 5th U. S. artillery: Col. Jacob A rumen of
24th Ohio vols.; Stephen Cbampliu of Michigan; M. M. Crocker of Iowa, Col., of 13th
Ohio vols.; Richard Arnold of R. I.,
Capt., of
5lh U. 8. artillery; Coi. Wm. Dwight of loth
X. \. vols.; Col. G. W. Deilzeler of Kansas;
Col. Charles 0. Dodge of 1st X. Y. mounted
rifles; Col. Hugh D. Ewing of 3llth Ohio; Col.
8. T. Gerard of 3d Ky. vols.; Col. Charles A.
Hickman of 9th X. J. vols.; Capt. Wm. B.
Hazeii, 8th U. 8. infantry. Col. of 41st Ohio;
Col. E. W. Uiuks, 19th Mass, vols.; Coi. Edward Uarlond, 8tli Conn.; Col. Wm. Harrou,
14th Indiana; Capt. Lewis C. Huut, 14th U.
8. infantry. Col. of 93d X. Y.: Col. Wuldermire Kezyzsuowski of 6th X. Y.; Col. Albert
L. Lee of 7lh Kansas cavalry; Col. Win. C. 1).
McLean, 75th Ohio; Col. James W. McMillan,
21st Indiana; Capt. James 8. C. Morton of
Engineer Corps; Col. George J. McGiuniss,
Uth Indiana; Col. D. L. Matthias, 5th Iowa
cavalry; Maj. David A. Russell, 8th C. S. infantry. Col. of 7th Mass, vols.; Col. Thomas
U. Huger of 3d Wisconsin; Maj. George C.
Strong, assistant Adjutant General vols. and
1st Lieut, on Ordnance Department; Col. Robert O. Tyler, 1st Conn, artillery; Capt. Frank
Wheaton, 4th U. 8. cavalry, Col. of 2d R. 1.;
Maj. Adam J. Sleminer, ltllh U. S. infantry;
Miy. David Tilson, Maine artillery; Col. Geo.
D. Waguer, 15lh Indiana; Col. Joseph I).
Webster, 1st Illinois artil.ery; Col. 8. K.Zook,
57lh X. Y. vols.; Col. John H. McXiel, Missouri State Militia; Maj. John H. King, 15th
IT. S. infantry; R. A. Buck'aud of Ohio; Col.
Samuel B. Alley, 19th Ohio; Col. Charles R.
Graham, 74th N. Y.; Col. Edward H. Hobson,
13th Ky. vols.; Col. M. D. Leggitt, 79th Ohio;
Col. Mason Brayman, 29lb Illinois vols.; Col.
Joseph Kuipe, 40th Penn. vols.; Col. John 8.
Mason, 4lh Ohio, Capt. in lltlt U. S. infantry ;
Capt. Thomas II. Neill, 5th U. 8. infantry;
Col. L. K. Grausore, Uth Illinois; Col. Wm.
Van Dever, Uth Iowa; Col Wm. P,Carlin,
38lh Illinois; Col. Thomas A. Rowley, 102
Penn.; Coi. Lysander Culler, Oth Wisconsin.
R. Betts, of this city, appointed Consul at
Almoa and Truxillo, Honduras,
having resigned, L. L. Lombard of Mass, has been nominated by the President to till the vacaucy.
Miyor Gen. Fremont was this morning before the Committee on the conductor the war.
Acting Assistant Surgeons Robbins, Rice
and Marion hnve been ordered to the Missis-

ENTERTAINMENTS.

tary, Col. Forney, and the proclamation of the

near

Nashville, March 9.
sixty-five Federal dead

March 9.

dregs of one sentence declared the Senate adAfter a brief interim
the Senate was called to order by the Secre-

journed without day.

J. C. Pemberton,
Lieuleuant General.

(Sigued)

Killed and Wounded at the Battle
Franklin.

The following nominations were confirmed
to-day by the Senate in executive session: J,
F. Potter, of Wisconsin, to be Governor ol
Hacolah territory; Hiram C. Driggs.ol Mich.

was

Importance of Vicki bur* to the Rebels—The

Senate.

Court

Washington,

w

From Richmond.
New Yoke, March 0.
The Tiraea’ special states that a refugee from
Richmond says 25,000 troops passed through
there from the south within a few weeks. Several thousaod were being sent to Gen.
Pryor
on tlie Blackwater.
The Richmond Examiner of the 2d states
that rebel cavalry, 500 strong, crossed the
Rappahannock last Wednesday, fell upon Uie federal and drove them, killing, wounding and
capturing over 200. The rebels then retreated, losing only one killed and one wounded.—
150 of the prisoners were takeu to Richmond,
representing six different regiments of cavalry
and fifteenth Mass, infantry, including two
captams and three lieutenants.

fbc

Fairfax

Winchester Threatened

Philadelphia, March 0.
A special dispatch from Cincinnati to the
Evening Bulletin, «ays the news from Vicksburg

Daily

XXXVIII CONGRESS.

premiums.

to an

Timothy Bagan pleaded
guilty
dictment charging him with setting Are to the
building of Mr. Wm. H. Weeks in Cape Elizanot

Portland

*

EVE\I\ti

Indictment charging him with keeping a
drinking house and tippling shop.
George A. Spollett of Brunswick was arraigned for burglary, in breaking and entering
the house of Benjamin Dennison, in Brunswick, with felonious intent. He pleaded guil*7,

TO THE

x

South

pjes for Col. Howe, New

dictments.

no more

New England" Aid Association,

the battle at Gainesville.

guilty to each of them.
James H. Cross, alia* William Cross, pleaded not guilty to two indictments charging him
with obtaining money under false pretenses.
James Howes, alia* James Henderson, was
arraigned for larceny of ahorse, sleigh, and
pleaded

3 cases for

was

BY TELEGRAPH.

:

From Vtoksburg.

J.T. OILMAN,
JOSEPH B. HALL.
feb»

Diptheria Is one of the most fittal diseases af modtimes, snd he who saggeets means to prevent H.
to arrest it in its course, and render it mild aad
manageable, is truly s he nr factor of his race. Medicine like this ought to he ia every fkmiiy ia the
conutrv." For sale hr
8 H COLEs WoRTHT.n Exchange Bt,
feb#8 edSw eodBw
snd elsewhere.

em
or

TFteal Estate,
INTESTMBXTI
UUf CIANCI IU IAKAIN8 BIFMU TU UU t
30 HOUSES, at prices from #1000 to #6000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, st prices from #300to *8000.
3.001.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feel of LAND.
8 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

MOSER GOULD, 74 Middle St.,
nov37dtf

Ur Staib*.

0

!

—

POETRY.

_STEAMBOATS.
Portland and Boston Line.

De Senectute.
non AS 0CT0GENASIAN TO

A SEPTUAQINAB.IAN,

•

When a man’s three score and ten T
Death is looming in the distauoe.
Sure to come—we know not when.

semi-weekly

run as follows:

Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNB8DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P M and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock, P. M.
..

At us Venus snaps her fingers,
iUccbuu mocks our sunken cheeks;
Not a muse to ciieer us lingers,
Not a maid a smile bespeaks.

These vessels
for passengers,

are

fitted no with fine accommodations
this the most speedy, sale and

making

comfortable route for travellers between New Y’ork
and Maine. Passage 86.00, including Fare and 8tate
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.

Boses bloom, but if I smell them,

ohn.
yuobec,

I cry;

are requested to send their freight to the
a«early as 8 P M., on the day that thep

Shippers

Songsters sing—“I’m do if,” I tell them,
"Deaf to all your minstrelsy. *'

steamers

leave Portland.
For freight or passage applyto
EMERY k FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Dec. 6.18 3.

Oft times when I close the shutters,
Ob a winter's afternoon,
“Dark already ?” some one mutters,
“Can the days close in so soon T“

Bring the candles; they shall light us—
Ah! but who shall bring the light,
When our dying fears affright us.
And life’s soene is cloeed in night T

HOTELS.
8tr**t.* *.. Boutow.
Formerly Mansion House—*ondnoted on
_the European plan. The subscriber has
the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
dec27
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
118 Ha worn

“ELM

MISCELLANY.

rr"

From the Commercial Bulletin, March 7th.
Boston

Last

The sudden fluctuations in the price of gold

Thuriday, created

an

THE

tive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City."

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dtt
Portland, Aug. 1». 1832.

immense excitement

fiamiliar
purchaser of a pound of
batter or a tallow caudle. Much of the enormous hoarding that has I teen practised, is clearly traceable to the alarm thus created among
ignorant people. Those who have doubts of
It, would have beeu convinced l»y the scenes
in the exchange and money brokers' offices, iu
this city, on Thursday. For months past the
“price of gold-' lias been an excuse lor petty
dealers in even the commonest articles of domestic production, the value of which has been
but slightly enhanced, to put on thirty to forty
per cent, advance.
Aak the price of a common piece ofearhternware made heCTu New England: "Forty-two
to even

ceuta.”
“But I

the

paid but twenty-five.”
“Yes. madam, but gold is up you know,—
drives English goods out of the market,—
never

folks have to Use these now.”
And yet Ute clay bunks are inexhaustible,
the maebi rry simple, and laltor plenty. Price

caudle, or

a
or a

a

dress,

silk

a

ball of

tow

tm

ine,

French dinner-set, a string of red lierrings
or • cashmere sliuwl, and you meet the same
argument,—the higli price of gold.
It is not to he wondered at, then, that the
masses, taught thus to look at the speculations
in the precious metal with interest, hold ou for
a big premium, and rush madly to the exchange
offices at the first indication of a tumbler
We received a dispatcli from our a|iecial
New York correspondent at about 11 on

Thursday, and accordingly stepped down to
Stale street at 12, to “see liow things looked."
Even at thnt hour, every body that bad saved
ten dollars in gold seemed to be visiting State
street to sell it.
How the uews became so quickly aud so
generally circulated was marvelous; for the
brokers’ offices were thronged, and the scenes,
dialogues aud transactions were mosfamusing.
Laborers, Irish servant girls, sharp operators,
clerks, small, tradesmen.—in fact, all sorts of
people besieged the buyers and sellers of money with all sorts <-f questions, and ended in
telling out thcii hosids in all sorts of smounts.
The well-known banking and exchange office of J. W. Davis A Co., was the theater of
it number of air using scenes.
Mr. Davis
an extensive business iu buy ing and sellaud
as
be
is
aiwsys icady to buy
ing money,
or sell at some price or other, his office was a
sort of headquarters lor this business.
A charcoal man, whose entire suit, notwithstanding the high price of rags, would have
been dear at live dollars, enters.
“What d'ye give for gold ?”
“Oue hundred and sixty-five.”
“Ah I be-gorra, I’ll not sell for that anyhow.”

n*-

By C. M. PL U M M K

1

•.•Term* 81

ii

CUpp
<M

sixty

iNitu

mj

jnmuier

agof”
“Tea,but

you

refused, and the price has

fhlien since.”
Pat In despair draws forth an old mitten
from some hidden recess in Ids garments, takes
out Ills twenty dollar pieces, anil receives

his roll ol greenbacks, but hangs about the
place aa loth to depart; he hears offers, sales
made, sees inouey, slips of pR|ier, notes and
memorandums pass back and forth over the
broker's counter for ten or a dozen minutes,
while a stream of people are going and coming; finally he beckons the broker to him, and
in a confidential whisper says,
•Couldn’t ye la- aflber makin’ the price ye

gave

me

I
inviting

Til F. Pity Of Rath la one of the healthleat
localitie* ou tliecoaat of Maine—delightfulaitnated on the Kennebec, twelve milea
from the eea, and afford* one of the moat
re'reata from the duat and tnrmoll of our

ly

dtie*.
larpc
The Sagadahock iaone of the Sneat. moat
apadone, and beet appointed Hotel, in the State, located

within thaee minute, walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Poet Office, t'uatom Houae, Ac., being directly in the buaiueaa centre of the City.

Term, Mderaie ky the Weak #, Dap.
Bath. June 23.1862.
dtf

central'

this singular transaction might
have taken place, if at that moment one ot the
trade bad not popped his bead in with;
“Hallo, Davis, here’s a thousand gold I'll
•ell you Kir fitly,” which seemed to make Pat
•by of any further transactions.
As the day advanced, however, and fresh
telegrams arrived from New York, another
•el of customers made their appearance on
the street Their inquiries seemed to be for
turn of quite a respectable amount and as
they came into the. field, the price appeared
to mount out of the r reach iu a most aston-

Perhaps

....

E ,nb«riti,r would

S1AI ■Enouaoe to hi*

LufliATH

Give you

fifty-three.”

Bab! I will geef you fifty-five for fen toutand.”
Have you any to sell ?”
•
Ya’as 'leetle—say vive or six tousand.”
“
Weil, 1’U give filly-eight lor ten thousand.”
Ah 1 no. I shall not sell him.”

“Sixty!”
No, I rather buy.”
Sixty-two.”
“
I vill call again.” (Going out.)
“
Sixty-five lor your ten thousand.”

“No!
have

got

I radher tink I shall hold on—you
der news from New York, Mishter

Davis.
And the sharp buyer left having been unable to catch the broker on the sudden change
in the market.

The fluctuation in the price of gold during
the day was remarkable. It was quoted in
New York, iu the morning at 11 o'clock, at
103; at 12,150; at 12.3U, 1.50; at 1, I47al48;
at 1.30, it had rallied to 101, and at 2 was quoted at 100.

*

reapedfhUr

eery
uomerona friend*,

an-

and ttie
daring the temporary
generally,
__kumpulaory aoapenaton of hla buainea* he
furuiahed thia well-known hoaae anew, and ia
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon hla cuatomera. and hone* by strict attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he baa
hitherto received
K. G. MATO.

[pubiic

that

Paaaadumkeag, JanelS, 1862.

dfcwtf

MISCELLANEOUS.
WAS CLAW AGENCY.
SIOO

Bounty Honey, Back Pay,
And Pensions.

undersigned Is prepared to obtain from the
Uuited States Government, 8100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or 8oldiers dying

THE

in the L\ 8. service.

Invalid

Pensions,

Pensions

SETH E. BRED!
Augaata, Be.
K(a(a IJnnaa*

9

REPKRKKCES :

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James O. Blaine,

_*ep3klkwl4t!
U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,
FOR BALR AT THE

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
Merchants’ Bank Building, Exchange«•!.
jan22 dtl
In

Eclectic Medical
to

Infirmary.
theTadies.

HUGHES

DR.need

invites all
particularly
medical
to call

Ladles who

at his rooms. No.
adviser,
which they will find .arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. If.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female I regularities. Tbeir action is specific and
certain ol producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely
containing nothing in
the least injurious to tne health, and may be taxen
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with fall directions,
6

a

Temple Street,

especial

vegetable,

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, oorner of Middle, Portland.
N. B

—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in coustaut atteud*

own sex.
R'»c«

julldawtfS

(A substitute for Cotton.)

I'NBLEACBII CASTAS, VITE BIBSTBIPI,
Of various descriptions.

ALL FROM A O Aon. 1 TO 6.
ALSO OR HARD

BOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

LE MKSURIER &

by

CHAMPION,

8t. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
%JT Samplesou band, and orders taken by
J. T PATTEN k CO.,
Oct. 11—6m

Front Street. Bath.

BKIDOTON ACADEMY,
AT NORTH BKIDGTON. MAINE.
Term of this

Institution will

THE SpringTuesday, Feb. 24th, 1863, aud continue
eleven weeks.
com-

mence on

C. E. «f ilton.A. M., Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton A. M
Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton,
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
Drawing and Pa uting.
Tl»e Trust«*e* of this institution are
to announce to the public that the services of the Rov.
Franklin Yeaton have been secured for the Spring
Term. Mr. Yeaton bring-* with him a rich experience. and the well earned reputation of a successful
teacher.
it sufficient encouragement is offered, a
Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision ol
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve years ol
age will be admitted for *2.00 per term.
Board near the Academy *2.00 per week, wood and
lights extra. Stmleuts can reduoe their expenses by
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOM AH H. MEAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan. 20, 1863.
JanBl dSawfc w88

happy

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
and oonvictiou of any person or
persons stealing
papers from the doors of our subscribers.
dec26
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS.

FIVE

Tobacco.
Leaves unmanu antured 26. all other kinds
86 $»c ad val.

@ 8
Coach.3i@ 6

Damar.44@

fi’a&lO'sbeet br’da.70 @76c! Duty: Costing 18c ^ lb
do.
medium .66
and under 6 t>c, over 18o
do. common. 60
to 24c k* lb 3c, over 24c
hal f ft* beat br’ds 78
9c V lb.
do. med. good 66
Fleece.86 @90c
do. common. .60
Lambs.86 @92
Natural Leaf, ft* fil
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.1A® 2 i Dut y: In blocks or pigt
Tin.
lfc. in sheets 2c v lb,
Duty: Pig 16c, Plates 26; manufactures qf 30 4>c
|*c ad ral.
art ral.
Banca, cash.64c® 66 Pigs and slabs..... 6 j@ 64
Strait*, caah. 60 ®62 Sheet i.osslmann. 14@144
Plate*-Char.I.C. 816 ai«>4 Sheathing.90 @
«
do.
IX 19 a 194
*
1 80@l 87
Coke.ia&13J L<
Paris./8 16@3 20
Hard, retail.§7 @8

..

do.

No.l 2 fa 21

do. ext. Fine 8'a. 4
p bbl.SI 40@146
1Laths.Spruce.
12»xal26
Drag* aad Dye*.
Duty: 4> lb— Oil Cinna- do. Fine.1 260*/2 00
mon 92, Oil Almonds and 1Ked Oak Staves
do fa35
Otto qf Hose SI 60, Oil JMol. Hhd. Shooks
Bergamot, Ouna and, h. Heads.city. 262a 2 76
Cloves SI. HydriodateiSugar do. city. 262a2 76
Potash 75c, Cant harides ,i do. do. cirv.l 26(al 60
Mastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb. (GreenCo’y sa d 1 lOOal 10
fVtrdamons. Oil Lemon, (Country Kifl Moi
lihd. Shooks... 136fal 50
Anise and Oranae, Jodine 60c, Tolu and (Yude iSlash.12fVal 25
930 fa38
Camphor30c, Refined do. 1
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c, IHackro*tack Tim(Yearn Tartar, Citric
her. ft tun.10fal6
Acid, Shellac, ('opal, Ila- Mslaaaea.
6c ft oal.
mar and Hums used for iDuty
like purposes 10C, Aloes. (Cienftiegs, old.... none.
Chlorate of\rrjnidad.old.42 fa 44
Verdigris,
Potash, ('nrb. Magnesia (L uba claved,old 36 fa37
do. tart.. 34fa34}
6c. IU trade Acid, Yellow do.
Pr us state Potash and do. Muacovado 88 @40
Red do. 10c, Liquorice, ?Sew Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar 11'ortland Sytup,hhds.none
do.
of Lead 4c. Asphaltum
bbls. 81
and Ri-Chro. Potash 8c.
Walla.
Sago 14c. Epsom Salts, iDuty: fWlc, Wrought2c,
Liquorice Root, Bi-Carb. Attorted 8c 4* lb.
Soda, (’austic Soda lc; (^ask. 96 00cash.
('astor Oil 50c Pga!.,<
Kuril Sierra.
Morphine 92 p oz., Al-\iDuty Turpentine, It a tin,
vm 60e p cwt., Copperas'
Pitch, Tnr20 f*c art ral.,
60c p cwt., Muriat ic Ac-' S Turpentiue 16c tPgat.
id 10 pc ad val., Spong-1rar(foreign)*> bbl 9l3fal4
es,
Assafcetida. Inin- Iiitch (Coal Tar) 94fa 41
glass. Ftor Sulphur.Sen-iIRosin.18 fa90
na, Arrowroot, dinsengflrurpentine |>gal. 866fa3 76
20 pc. Bleaching PowOak am.
ders 80c P cwt.. Sago /Duty: Fret.
60c pewt., Sal Sodacmd /American..8}<g 9}
Soda Ash ic p lb. (Yude
Oil.
Brimstone S3 and Roll IDuty Sperm, Whale and
do. 86 p ton. Alcohol40c, other Pith Oilt rtf for¥
eign ftherict 20 4>c ad
Alum *» lb.4 9 be
rat., Linseed. Hsmpseed
Aloe*.80 ft 87 and UapeseedTZc. p gat.,
Arrow Root..... .17 (§40
Olive 23c. Salad fiftc,
Borax.80 (§83
Palm, Seat and VocoaBrimstone (roll)...44@ 6
nut 10c p gat.
Bi-Carb. Soda.6* *7 'Portland Kerosene
Sulphur.6 (ft 6* Illuminate Oil 60 ft65o
Sa) Soda.84ft 4 Machine.90 ft 82

Camphor.180ft 186 (Marine.
Cream Tartar.36 ft62 'Sperm Winter.
206ft210
Logwood ex.Ho 16 Whale, ref. Wiot 1 06ft 1 06
do.
Crude.l
Magnesia.tS ftSR
Indigo, M’la, flee SU a 2 Grand Bank and

05ft

Madder.17ogl8

1

Bay Chalenr MR (£2#
Shore.24 $2fi

Opium.. flftft

J. W. MUNOER.

COAL

&

WOOD,

FOB CASH,

CHEAP

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.
SPRING MOUNTAIN LEUIUB,
BAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEUIUB,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

York A Cumberland Railroad.
quality, and
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Also, for tale, beat quality of Nova Scotia and other

Hard and Soil Wood.

70&172

Alcohol.120ft 1 25 Boiled.175$ 177
Fluid.1 35 *1 60 l-ard Oil.1 OSa.1 10
Camphene.4 00ft 4 06 Olive Oil.lsn5lK2
I
Saltpetre.12 *26 ICartorOil.
285®240
Vitriol.15 @16 Neml.foot 00.... 118®1 25
OairaaDfrwaad*.
;
Duty Fret.
t> bbl.00ffi4 85
Harwood
*> bosk.1 6u$l 66
BrazilWood.13 (ft
Palais*
Camwood..44ft 4} Duty On White Lead dry
Fustic, Cuba .2lft
; or ground in oil and Usd
Savanvilla 2 §2}
Lead 92 H) P 100 lb*,
Hypernic.4pft o
Litharge 24c, Oxide qf
Zinc 2jc p lb, Prussian
Logwood,
( ampeachy.24 (§24 ! Blue. Vermilion, Chrome
Si. Domingo.2ft 2}
Yellow, Venetian Usd26.
Extract Logwood.13 @14
Spanish Zlrtnca dry 20,
Nic
Wood. @
ift oil 90 Pc ad rat.. YellVach
.8|(* 44 low and other Ochres 60c
••
*
R«*d
10n tb*. Paris White
p
.8jft 34<
Sapan
2ft ! dry 60c, is oil 81 60,
Quercitron Bark.. 2p*' 2J
Whiting 60c p 100 lb*
Red Sanders. 8 ft 6 .P’tl’d Lead, inoil.fllkatt
1 aw if Lead, "
Duck*
12) a 13
[Bouton Lead,
12 am
Ifuty 3" pc rut ral.
**
French
Raven*
Zinc,
66cft
hlalOj
8 (a. 8 4
Portland, No. 81 loft Amer. Zinc, "
Rochelle Yellow.. 3 ft 84
No. 10. 82 ft
No. 3 1 <»9
Log. Veu. Red_3 ft 84
Navy, 8’r,
*•
No. 10. 80
| Litharge.11* a 12
Tent Duck,
lied Lead.lli§12
U. tt 10 o*.66 (ft
Plaster*
12 oi ....75 (ft
Ihity: Free.
Ter ton Soft.226ft260
Feather*.
Hard.2 00ft 2 2*
Duty: 80 pc ad ral.
Live <>ee*e p lb 60 @56 G round...6 OOftd 26
Russia.26 ft
PraTlaiaaa,
Fiih.
Ihity: Heef and Pork lc,
Duty For 100 lb* foreign Lard. Uncon and Hams
caught
Herring Si. %c, Uutter and Cheese 4c
Mackerel 62. Salmon 63: Ch’go Me** Beet.812 ftl4
1

••

and all other pickled in Portland do.
12* a 13
bbls. 61 60 P obi., other- P’tl’d ext. do.
.14 ft 141
wise 60c & cwt. From Pork, extra clear. 20ft21
Provinces free.
Pork, clear. 19&20
Cod large |» qut.. 65ft 6/ Pork, tne**. 17 a l ^
"
15 ft 16
email.3? a> 4 Pork, extra do
Pollock.8 ft 3) Pork. Prime. 13' a 14
Kx Prime.14 la- 16
Haddock, .none.
Hake.2 00*2 26 -Round Hog*.. 7ft 74
Herring.Shore^bl.4 (ft ♦} Ham*. 9 ft lrte
do. Labrador
none, •City Smok’d Ham*.94<a 10
do. Scaled |>bx SVo36c
Prsdnee.
do
No. 1.20ft26 < Beet p qu’r p tb 7$ ft 6
Mackerel p bbl..
16 ft 16
Lgg*. P do*
Bay No. 1.612 @124 Potatoes. pbbl.fl40ft l 50
Bav No. 2.lOftlOJ Chickens.13ft 16
Bay No. 3.64* 64 Lamb.7 ft1 9
Shore No. 1-13 jft 14 Turkic#.14 ft 16
2.8 @ 94.■Geese...10ft 12
do. (medium).. .64 ft
Veal.. .64ft?
do. (small).8ft
(Pickles, p bbl. ...98 ft 9
Rice.
Frail.
Duty Lemons, Oranges, Duty (leaned lfc, PadBanana' and Plantains
dy }c p lb.
20 |>c ad ral., Almonds Rice p lb.8ft 8*
4c, and Shelled do. 6c
lb. Xuts and Dates 2c, Portland distilled.70 ft73c
p lb. ('urrants, Figs, Salrratus*
Plums, Prunes and Uni- Saleratus p lb.74ft 8c
sins 6c f> tb, Citron 80
Ball*
ad ral.
Duty In bulk 18c, and in
Almond*—Jordan Tp lb.
bags 24c P 100 lb*.
Soft Shell.20 (&lc [Turk’s Is., p hhd.
Shelled.
i (8 bus.).93 25ft8 50
Currant*.16 ft 16 Liverpool. 3
37
Citron.44 *46 Cadi*.Dmif
Pea Nut*. 6a2j
.8jft8*
Fig*, common.... none. iGr'd Butter Salt. 24 ft
New Eleme.18cft 22
Starch.
Lemon*, p box 62? ft 8 Ihity 20 pc ad raf
1

requested to call, aa we
good bargains to those who

are

f°r

mioed to

deter-

are

giro
pay cash.
Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’J.
SAWYER A WHITNEY.

FAILS

Grey

Hair

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
\\ v* wo\ v\
Rnt acts directly upon the roots of the Hair, giving
them the natural nourishment required, pr«Hiiieirg the
same vitality and luxurious quantity as in youth.

subscriber would inform his Mends
THE
public, thai be may be found at

samum

require* frequent dresrinp the Zylobalhas no equal
No lady's toilet
Is

complete

without It

Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

till Greenwich

STREET,

t.

R.
It

Marble, Free Stone, Soap 8tone,
Marble Chimney Pieces,

Monumental Work and

Grindstones.

Street, Weir-York City.

Csraer sf Pearl aid Federal Sts*.
ME.

_Je28tf_PORTLAND,

and

—

AMD

—

Soldiers’ Relief
Wo. *75 F

Association,

ARMY

The Great Indian Remedy
FOR FEIVIALEI.
DR. MATTISON’8 INDIAN EM MEN A COGUE.
This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and tingle ladies, and is the very best thing

known for the purpose, as it win
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have bee*. tried in vain.
OVER 9000 BOITLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health an any case.
1tP“It is put up in bottles of three
different strength** with foil directions for using, and scut by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES— Full strength, fK); half strength, 86;
quarter strength. SS per bottle.
|^T" It EMEMBER—This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the kind hare failed to curt. also that it is warranted as rrjtresenitd in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
w A RE OF IMI TA TIOXS ! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased
rf /be.
hi. at his R-met ha! Institute for Special IHseases,
No. 28 Union street. Providence, It I.
embraces all diseases of a priOn his
vate nature, both oi ME? and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
|3r f onsultations by letter or otherwise are strictly coni dent iri/.and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation., to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and ouiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over firo
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually. in New England alone, without*!)!?
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of thrmselres. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid being humbugged, fake no man's
what
n«
matter
his pretmsums are, bnt
word,
it will cost you nothing, and
MAh E INQUIRY
may*save you many regrets; for, as advertising physicians, in nine cases ou. of ten, are txgus. there is
no safetv In trusting any qf them, unless you know
who and what thev are.
tr Dr M. will send free, bv enclosing one
above, a pamphlet oa DISEASES OF WOstamp as
MEN. and on Private pitmasts generally, giving foil
information, with the most undoubted n jrrences and
testinumials, without which no advertis.ug physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AXY COXFIDESCE WHATEVER.
attended to. Write
m irders by mail
youraridre**plainly, and direct to DR M A ITISON,
as above.
dectidawlydO

ISTltk

directly

AND

TAILORING

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES,
Portland. An,

8.1882._

to be carried

dip

27 Union Street,

&

are

DKS1RABLK

ERIE

Custom

House,

daily receiving
STYLES

FULL

STOCK

Of

•br

of

Famishing Goods,

(pO

12(ft3

[Cagliari

3J«,34 Pearl.6Jft8

Black .6« ft 10 'Drop .812*a 13
box. 4 88 a4 46 Buck.
Bunch
18ft 134
Laver.460*4«2
Bo« p.
Date*.7 ft 9c Duty 86 pc ad rat.
k Gore’s, Trowrrune#.orgivj
Flour—Portland insp
bridge k Smith’s Ex#7 26® 7 60
Superfine
traNo.lt> lb. ...9J@ 9
8
Fancy.7 60 a 7 76 Family
Extra.8 00#8 87 No. 1.7} (§>
6
Family.8 6t*®8 75 Ragle No.
Extra Superior 9 00® 9 50• Star.64® 6
Western extras 8 12to8 50•Castile.184® 17
«
8 25a 9 00• Crane's.9 (89
family
*•
superior 8 87 a 9 001 Nglres.
Ohio extra... 8 25a 8 5ft»Ihity: Ginger Root 6c,
"
family 8 76a 9 00» Ground Ginaer Rc, PepCanada superNo.l 8 00®
per and pimento 12c,
Cloven 16c. Cannia 10c,
St Louis Fa v Brnds 10 (toll
Cannia Buds 80c. O'nnoSouthern III.do do.9?tol0
num 25c. Mace and NutPetansoo Family. 11 j all
Bya Flour.4 a) 4 • mean Bftc p lb.
Corn Meal. 4j« 4 ( aesia |> lb.47 @48c
Buckw’t FPrptb
Cloves.88 ®40
Grain*
.86 .836
Duty Cam and Oatt 10c, Ginger. (Africa). 36 (9 36
and
\bc.and
Mace.88
n90
Barley
Rye
iVheat 20c p 6a. From Nutmeg*.93 &95
Rr. Province*free.
I’epper. 28 <S8T)
Rve.95 <$1 oo Pimento.24 ®26
Oats.02 'a*4 ! Seed*.
SouthYel.Corn 103'niOft\ fhity Linneed 16c P hu.,
Corn. Mixed. .1 00o,l Ofiv t'nnary 91 f> bu
Mutlb.
Barley.106@1 2»iV tard 3c
Shorts p ton. .428 to26 Herds Gras*.98(93 26
Fine Feed.27 @80 : Western fClover. 12 @18
I Red
Griadstsaes.
Top .93) a 8$
Linseed.3 5J
Duty Roufjh—free.
Rough, P ton... .420'a)26 Canary.44

ILeathe do.8}@

...

1.ej®

8jo@4|

(Ginger,(Race)...

..

..

Dressed

.86@40 Ssisr.
Duty: Meleuiole.noPahove
Ganpowdrr.

Duty

Valued at let* than1

20c

p lb ftc. over 20c ftc
P lfc and 20 pc ad cal.

Blasting.46V® ft
Rifle and Sporting ftj® 8J|

Pressed p

net T.414

@16
Loose.13 @16
HldesaadSklas.
Duty 10 pc ad vat.
B A. Hides.80 @ 81l
Western. 21 @ 22l
ftFto74c
Slaughter Hides
CalfSkins. ll@lfc
Calcutta Cow-

No. 12 2Jc. attorn No. 12
and not attove 16 Sc.attove
No. 16 and not above 20
8$c, above No. 20 and refined 4c f> tb.
Portland A... none.
do.
A A.11 @11!
do.
Yellow_none.

Extra Yellow.none.
Muscovado. U4&119
do.

in bond

Rfaioj

Havana Brown. Ilia 12
do.
White.. .184&14
New Orleans.124(914

(('rushed

15?

a

16

M

ranulated.154(816.,
). Powdered.16]@16

Sheep Pelts, Gr’n.96@ tilH Tsllww.
Sheep Pelts, Dry 76@1 OCy Duty: Tallow l ?c, Soap

EYE Sr EAR

WATER!

Organs of the

taut

system

are more

to health and comfort than the

Ear, and yet

none are

They seem

lected

human

operation.

variety,

and

less understood

to pass
of the

yet every part
them for life and health.

or more

as

Beams, Weights, &c. ,&c.
a

dom.

Every

moment of my

waking

life

was

embit-

tered. and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to without success, and I eutertaJned the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the

hope of

never

times from

Sold in
oc25

protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
Richard's Eye Water a sov-

ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received. I .'annot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. S. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Rttidmce 1430 Poplar St., Phihulrlphia.
jy Numerous cert.ficates of a similar character
might be furnished.
Poor Richard's

Eye

and Ear Water

a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, Dim VisioL and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cknts pkr Bottle.
Tubes 6 Cents.
H H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Is truly

eased

Ageuts.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch St.. Philadelphia.
novlS (Mm

Paint eetabliahment.

ST Stale Agent for DAVIS A KIDD S MAGNfcTO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eodAvtoctl

SOZODONT

Portland.
Jull—dk wtf&

DR. E. «. CJOl’LD’S

Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.

Pin-Worm
TRITE

WOOD714*,
Importers

Foreign

and

A

lot cutANKwa

remedy

Wholesale Dealers in

and Domestic

Syrup

ever offered to the nubIt the first and only
ile for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or 11dWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it hat established in the last two years, and the
foot that it is fkst sup rteding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.

CO.,

Dry Ooods,

/f affords MX LIE! •» twenty-/our hours, and
entire cure is warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable fhmily cathartic,
is required, especially
to be always used when
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health, ft is purely qf Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall k RrcHBL.318 Gre
wich street; in Boston by Geo. C. (iOodwih k L'O.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
tfSold in Portlaud by H. H. HAY and all t*

I.A11FACTIRIR8 All JHIIKS OF ClOTHl.1t,

an

No*. 34 and 3d Middle Street, Portland.

physic

heard ol it be-

she has found Pooh

And all other articles small, kept ia a Drag aad

.._

fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painftil
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be without it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at

1

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,

finding relief.
In the meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHI had

DYE-STUFFS,

AND

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,

i

thus

ARD'S EYE WATF.R.

PAnrrs, oils,

118 Milk Street_corner of Batterymarch Street.

injuries

received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
oonsequence of which I suffered constant martyrFrom

varnishesT

I

TV

Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one ha* doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
Philadelphia. Oct. 17.18fl2.

BM^Send stamp fer Circular.

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

Poor Rlrhard's Err and Ear Water

dawtf

sanity

SCALES!
With

Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderfol in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm

CON-

F ECU ON EUS’ and GOLD

neg-

obeervation,
body is dependent upon

even common

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREtOM
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. RRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ft.

tickets at this

Hughes hue
attention to
disease* of a certain class
During hie practice be
has treated thousand* of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office. 5 Ternstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
n all eases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure diseas*
when all other remedies foil: cure* without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of moat other
remedies: cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the drsadftil consequent effect* of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and i oisonous taint
that the blood is tare to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. aud no ii^Jirious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of wliicb are pain and disainess in the
head, forgetfolness. sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will o
returned ‘.l desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Hay, Coal aad Railroad Scales I

Etb and

by tecuring

a

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (awd only my thkm,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct •* principle, thoroughly made,
the best materials, and ere perfectly accurate and

impor-

AND FANCY

File

BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’.

T^O
^

money

delicacy.

SCALES.

For sale, in every

Musi, ram in inucm mvnm,

D. LITTLE, Asarr,
Oflct 31 Exchange Street.

COK8ULTATION8.-I>r.
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined his

Standard

in

mve

IV-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

Nias aba Falls.

Established far the treatment qf thane disease* in
both texts, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

FAIRBANKS’

3furablt

ahd

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

which we will Mil at price* to *ait the time*.
Portland. Nov. 18.1863.
dtf

POOR RICHARD'S

-UULU

DR. H LUI1 CM’

CLOTHING,

-AMD-

praise

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE RT9.f

WEST,

RAILWAY.

W.

rar-You eaa
office.
June 18.

OF THE

Styles

READY-MADE

Gentlemen’s

NORTH

Thi, road it broad scabs sad it provided with
New and Splendid Sleeping Can.
VTiekate sold ia Portland at lowest Bostoa rats

the lat-

Fancy Doeskin* and Cassiaierca.

Latest

oa

▼ia Buffalo, Dunkirk.

CLOTHS. 0VERC0ATING8,
A

the rail wav during the next season,

Chicago, Cihcthhati, Clivilaid, Dbtboit,
Toledo, St. I'acl, La Caoaaa. St. Louis,
Naw Urlbaes, or ah; part of the

brown,

Opposite tbe

ALSO.

o

WEST, SOUTH

At 62 Middle Street,

HOST

place

BT THE

cTaRDIiYER

HAY,

H THROUGH TICKETS
To

auttdly

and

H.

C. J. BRTDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1.1862.
a6dtf

up

MMT

H.

summer.

Portland, Me.

set
in the best manner.
All order* In cttjr or country
pereonully attended to
I. I>- MXRRILL. JOHI BOND. X. D. MERRILL.

hand, and

HAY.DraggisMjBjyly

^

bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the ratee of freight, and
from what station# Are wood can ha carried next

Water Closets, Urinate, Farce and Suction
Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated
t Brass
Cocks, of all kinds Constantin an hand.
EV.AI1 kind* of fixture# for hot and cold water

on

Ornca—308 Broadway. New York.
JOHN I-A POT. Pari*.
Ageat for France and Germany.
Sold in Portland by H. H.

they must und rstand that they wilfdo so at their own
risk, and that the Company will not foel themselves

PLUMBERS,
No.

Specialty

promptly

Tailor,

...

I. D. MERRILL * CO.

Have

CT.sooe genuine wttnout me signature of ~slFRED SPEER. I'assale, R. J„" Is over the cork of
each bottle.
trWAKK ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINE.
For sale br Druggists and all Brst class dealer*.
City aad town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A SPEER. Proprietor.
ViaarABD—Passaic, Nets Jersey.

next summer, bat in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take Are wood from certain places on the line, so
that ahonld any parties make contracts for Are wood

EXCHANGE STREET.

88

_

Dra.Dareyfc Mlcholl.Sew- Dr. Mirer, W»w Tat.
Dr. C naming! .Portlud.

ark.N. J.
Dr. Hare*. Boaton.

Phillips.

An advance ia tie rates of Are wood will take

REFER TO

jimrt.

T?ROM November lit. 18M, to Mar Ut, IMS. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will bo advanced 26 per cent.
No Are wood will e conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1-68.

-BT-

WE

ftw well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine
Gen. Winfield Scott.l'SA. Dr Wilnon. 11th *t., KT.
Got. Korean. N Y State. Dr Ward,
W.J.
Dr J KXhlltonJI.Y City. Dr, Daagtorty, Karat,
Dr. Parker. K. Y. City.
W.J.

Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchants.

NAVY

excellent article for

a

Maine State Agent, Washington, D. C.

ocal tf

[Copyright secured.]

complexion.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

J. W. HATHAWAY,

sn

contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
organs, sod s blooming, soft and healthy skin and

Street,

Communications to be addressed to

dec 10 cod&wfhm26

to any other wines in use. and

all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benetHtiag ladies
and children.
▲ LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it

Passengers lor this route will take the ears at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Snp*t.
Farmington May 6. 1863.
juneSSdtf

A6E.tUi

1HA1IVE

*

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfleld. Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays aud
Saturdays
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Aron

prepared to receive order* tbr

Hmprtale.

SPEER’S WINE
la aot a mixture or manufactured article, but ie pure,
from the juice of the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians -j possessing medical properties superior

9HBE On and after Monday, May 6, 1863,
rains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston. Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.

THOMPSON,

European

AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of tbe Ulaide,
Kidneys,
and Urinary Orgaur, very benelcial in Dropsy,boat
and Rheumatic Afectiona.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Work.

highly esteemed by eminent pbyriciana,
and American
and by
of the flrat familiea in Europe and America.

uable grupe.

AKDitOSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Wlfiw. Agent.

,RA

arble

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

^

and the

tbe

AS A TORIC
It * aa no equal, enuring tn eppetlte and building a*
the ayatem, being eatitaly a pare trine of n moat val-

Centre, for Went Bnxton.Bonny-F.agle,
South Limington, Limington, he., he.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollla, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfield,1 Parsonsfield, Effingham,i recdoni,
Madieoo, Eaton, .mfngton, Cornieh, Porter, he.
_novj*__DAN CaRPENI EK. Snp't.

Order* received for Pattern
making, and 8team
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tank*, kc.
Will devote hi* personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, 8liafting. on reasonable
dec!6 dtf

aome

At Buxton

(until his shop is rebuilt.) ready to answer any ordera
tor steam, gas and water pipe*.
Steam and Cm F ttlngs of ill
description*.
H ill also attend to
fitting the above for steam or

Vov TuoA’ve* wv\A CVCAAvew
Whose Hair

UNION

37

Sualltiea
udoriSc,
need in

he., he.

dec.

iw

celebrated la Europe Ibrtte medicinal and beneficial
aa a gentle Stimulant. Tonic. Diuretic, and

aad

Fall,. Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryebnrg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtoa!

MACHINERY,
Fittings,

at Urn acawa, aboald
8AMBUCI WIRE.

Every fhm.ly,

and

The 2.00 P. M. train out, and tha 9.15 A. M. train
Into Portland, will be freight train, with
pauenrer
car, attached.
Stage, con nect at Saccarappa dally for South Windham, Windham Centre ana Great Fall,.
At Gorham, for Wet Gorham. SUndiah.
Steep

JuISltf

Steam and Gas

l"ortl,nd •*

, 3S And 9 16 A. M.
*)T M,Te’
S,C0 R‘V" “ 8 °° A **•
1 OOaod 6°16 pnMf°r

...

5]
3\

On And After
Monday, November 10,
tram, will leave a,
follow,, aatii farther

order,:

S

pie public

JTETER

rag.

Persons and Invalids

and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B li. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov. 16, 1802.
novlS

COAL

THESF.

IT

Females, Weakly

STAGE COmrTCTIOJrS.

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfhctiou.

To Restore

For

Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M., for Wiecasset. Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland

GENUINE LOBBBRT,
Pare and Free Earning.

natural color to the Hair.

ro* rnraiciava’

fol-

wick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farat Augusta with the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro', Waterville Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan; and at Kendall's Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Bornham. Pittstteld, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for ail the stations on thr
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

TUB

Rendering ft soft, ►ilVy and glossy, and disposing it to
remain in any dcrired position ; quic ly cleanring the
scalp, arresting the fril and imparting a healthy and

l&th,

as

mington; and

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

fal2

SAMBtrCI WINE."
PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD.
Of Choice Oporto Grape,

IPEEB'S

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
M..connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston. Livermore Falls,
Wilton and
Farmington
Leave Portland for Bath and
at
Augusta 1.00 P M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Bruns-

JOHN'S,

The great unequalled P* rpmstlona far
Uexerlnc, Invifomtlng, liriijulfyiag
aud Urciatng the Hair,

Nov.

jOMCSHS 1882, passenger trains wiil leave

that may be wanted.

CUMBERLAND

fa 20

Wednesday,

On and after

Long Wharf,

Marine, Fire and litre Insurance,

MEDICAL.

_MEDICAL.

rTr.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Where he Is prepared to writ# any amount of

Jan7 d3ra

XEsasasaB*

_RAILROADS.

The undersigned bis removed his Office to

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

■

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND

Removal!

Weal*

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

(Potato.4ft 44
Blue Dcask.154ft 16 j Bkol-pi00|bs 893 alA

BLItClIB FLAX KICK, V1TI BUI STUNS,

Varnish*
Furniture.£2

Duty:

fa

falO
|
Russia Hemp.19 'ft 19* Box
Sb’ks.(cash) 45 fa60c
.914 fa 16
Manilla.17f ftl8J <Clapb'ds, S ext
do.
F ••
.80 fa32
Bolt rope, Rue*ia .19 $20
Manilla. 20ft20^jShingles, Ced. ext.2}fa 3
do.

Orange*—Messina
Raisins,

SAIL CLOTH.

Souchong.66 fa66

fa

—

Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
Hoc'▼ of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

Duty
4pc
Ten*.
Cotton Sail.9Gc@100
ft.
Duty 20c
Flax
".60 @ 56
Hy»on.76c<SSl
Balcing.60 @66
Young Hyson-76 (w 1 Hemp **
-46 (to 60
Oolong.80 §86 India. 26@ 33

34 fa

..

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died, while in the service of the United States.
Prize Money, Pensious, Bounty and Back ray collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Few*. for each Tension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Post Office address

infflff Nn

No.2

do.
No. 3 24
Mocha.Koue.
do.
No. 4. 14
Cordage.
Duty Tarred He, Manit-iShipping Lumber. 18
la 24, all other 34 P lb. jSpruce.11
j
American 4P lb 16 ($161 Hemlock.8

Cenarnl.

BUSINESS CARDS.

ad ral.

36

L

i

.4j(g 6

neuvy.irz fa as

*•

Established for Officers and 8oldiers. wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

..

do. slaughter. 34 fa38
Cm I-—(Retail. i*
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Amor. Calfskins .81 fa 91
es free, otherforeign Bi-1 Slier Wax Loath.19 fa 20
tumenous SI 10, all othl/4>ad.
er kinds 60c p ton.
Duty Pig 14c & lb.
Am. Iig
Cuiuberl’d Vton.Slo®
lOUlb 911»fal2
]
Whit4‘axh.10®
Foreign
Fig.Il]fal2
l
and
Sheet
.10fg
ripe.. 12} fal3
Lehigh
Krauklin. 10®
Linar.
Duty 10 f»c ad cal.
CaSee*
Rockland, cask
76 <&80c
Duty 5c p lb.
Java p lb.88 <$40c
l.nnsbcr—From yard.
<
St. Domiugo.30 $81 Clear
Fine, No. 1.936 fa

Rhubarb.2003225 l-lureed. *1

~

even

ishing manner.
Vat vill you geef me for five tousand 6
gold,
lClabter Davlsli ?”
“

house,

E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PAB8ADOMKEAQ. MAINE.

flity-six?”

“No I lj you are dissatisfied I’ll sell you
back your gold at fifty-four."

dtf

BATH. MAINE.

wahn heoffered me.” (Ex-

After the lapse of a few moments enter charcoal dealer once more, with a flush of anxiety
allowing through tne coating of coal dust on
his visage.
“Arrah! yee’s may take the gooid av me
for a buudher and sixty,If ye’ll give no more.”
“Can't give that now, sir; take it at a hundred and fifty-live.”
“Divil a bit (enraged)-, shure didn’t ye offer
me a hundher and sixty ouly live minutes

connev

9AOADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfVed Carr,
Bropriotor,

fend telegraphic dispatch from New York.”
(Charkle of sellers over the saving of two
for the

d»jr. Stable

Bath, Jane 28.1882.

of half a dozen seller* of
whom Davis' clerks are buying at sixty-two.)
“Can’t take it now, sir.at over sixty—Just

iMit

per

with houM.

(Astonishment

per cent.)

..

888, Washington St., Bath.

{KtU.)
{Re-enters, after ftjteen minutes absence, during which time he had visited several other
establishments.)
“Shore I’ll take sixty-five for that gold.”

HOTEL,

BATH

ty-

The price of gold has been talked of so
mnch in the newspapers, and so freely quoted
by every petty shopkeeper, as to bare become

HOUSE/9

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on
id iuvites
federal Street. Portland,
liBBfil
i iW» ■ the travelling community to call and see if
he knows "how to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tvble, atten-

in this city among all classes of the communi-

uo.

••
Boft.
Twine*

Bough.6*{as

An additional duty qfr
Hops.
10 pc i< levied on alt mer6c ^ lb.
chanuue not imported di-■\Duty:
First Sort, 18(32.. .14 @16
rect from the place qf proIron.
duct ton or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp #0,
Ashes*
Bar not exceeding MO
ton value 817 4* ton, exDuty 10 pc ad vat.
Pearl p tb.84® 84 cteding 860 4* ton 818,
rot
■.7*2 8j less than } inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples*
Green pbbl.160@1 76• rounds less than 4 inch
Sliced p lb.
or more than 4 inches in
Cored p tb.
diameter, and squares
Uucored p tb.
less than 4 inch or more
than 4 inches square 820,
Bread*
Railroad 812 60, Boiler
30
Duty
pc.
Pilot p 1UU lbs. tO <g 64 aud Plate 825 4* ton.
6
Sheet
(si
2rt2jc 4y U> and
Ship.
6j
Crackers per bbl.. .8£<e4
83@6 4* ton.
Crackers, p 100 .86 ®40c iCoiuiuou.4i@44
**
Refined 4j '@5
Batter.
'Swede.7 @ 7|
Duty 4c p lb.
Family p tb.22 <224c Norway.74@ 8
Store.16 (&17 Cast Steel.20 @28
German Steel_17 @18
Ilea as*
Marrow p buah?2 60®2 62 Eugli*h|Blis.Steel .20 @21
Pea.2 62t&2 75 Spring.12:a 14
Blue Pod.2 37s&2 62 Sheet Iron, Engl. .7j,g.8
Sheet Iron,Russia 1« @22
C'aadles*
Duty Sperm and If'ax8c. do Run iw't. 13j@16
Stearine 6c, Tallow 2*c] bard.
Barrel, 4> lb.12@124
P tb.
Mould p tb.14c<®14* Kegs, 4* lb.12@12^e
bralber*
<®86
Sperm.32
Cheese*
Outy BO |>c ad val.
New
4c
fi>.
York, light. .30 @32c
p
ihtty
Vermont p tb.... 16 (®16 j do. md. wta.. .32 @33

('nuntrv.13 a 14

———ap——
Stork 10 f>c ad val
American refined .64&9c
6

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Expressly corrected for the Pa ebb to lUrr.h 4

do.

BLACKSTONE HOUSE,

Hear the moral of my story:
He who on his God relies,
Darknaes shall exchange for glory.
Death for life that never diet.

on

line.

The splendid and fkst Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE," Capt. Willett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
^■■■■lUorrMAM, will,until further notice,

glee.

Numbered days are spent in sorrow,
Sleepless nights are passed in pain;
And we leave the couch to-uiorrow
But to bear the like again.

Excitement In
1 Monday.

as

Portland and New York Steamers.

Onoe so active, now grown laxy—
What was pleasure brings ennui;
Where we shone our gleams grow haiy,

The Gold

run

follows:
Leave

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
at 6 o'clock P. M.
Friday,
Fare in Cabin.81.60
on Deck. 1.26
usual.
Freight taken as
The
Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal, uuless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
One passenger for every 8600 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb 18, 1363.

What'a the value of existence,

fragrance gone,”

Will, until further notice,

jgspn

Then should I be trudging over.
As my wont is when ’tis fair;
But, alas! I now go nowhere.
Fastened to my elbow-chair.

“Where’s their

—

THE STEAMERS
Fore*t City, Lewiston and Montreal

Would tho days were somewhat longer,
Would the rain were somewhat less.
Would that you were somewhat stronger.
And the streets not such a mess.

And to sadness turns our

^

THE MARKETS.

pal Druggists.
TODD'S LUX SOUS

DYE!

HAIR

Hwinw rm

a

NkrdMlnf Um

Oumi

PURIFYING the

Breath, imparting luhlightfnllg
refreshing taste and feeling to ike mouth, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other impurities, use of Tobacco, Ac., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress if decay, and whitening such parts as havo
already become blackened by decay. The Sosodoat
is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other imparities which coaid have the least injurious effect oa tha
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care
and scientific skill from a combination of materials—
every ingredient cf which is well known to havo a
beneficial effect on the Teeth and Gums.
One trial of the Sosodout will convince the most
that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.

skeptical

convenient,
eftcarious Dentifrice—one that
bo in the possession of every one who cares
tor the preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the moil
eminent /briars. Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
and scientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists everywhere at 60 cents per botA

-LOCATED lit-

Clapp’s Block.Congrens St
link in Bryant. Strattok * Co.’s
College*, located in New

important
Chain of Commercial
IS
York.
an

|

Philadelphia. Albany, Buffalo, Providence,
Cleaveland, Detroit, Cliicago, St. Louis, Troy, Brook*

]vn and Toronto, C. W.. and affords the best
facilities for ai^uiring a thorough Commercial edu*
cation.

possible

BOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. PENMANSHIP,
CORRESPONDENCE *C.,

practically taught.
A Scholarship issued by

this

College will

aood !
Call or

be

throughout the “Chain”—time unlimited.
for Circular.
BRYANT, STRATTON k WORTHINGTON,

•end

febtd&wly
ALBERT WEBB A COH
-DEALERS

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF.
*

Dyes,

superiority

XW For sale only at
TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
Iffo.74 Middle,comer of Exchaage Street.

•eptlfitf

IK-

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Cea*a*ereial Street,

market has been flooded for vears with differ
which have never
ent articles called Hair
satisfied the expectations or purchasers. The kb
tlus ULTRA has been reached at last in TODD'S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It eoutaina
no injurious ingredient*, and give* the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
of Todd * Lux Solia Hair Dye over
One
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
or
after
wash it before
using the dve. and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be pat on the same
without
as oil and water,
any trouble, unlike all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
time
used.
This dye is peculiarly
applied every
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
the
wash
out
after
to
have
dye
putting It on. t'nlike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
article a trial, as wt
do.
new
cannot
Give
this
dyes
know you will use no other after once using this.

THE

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

Pertlaad. Me.

jcJBtt

V>i«M>ltition of fo-paiinenhlp.
the umlersigued. have this day by muUrnl

WE.cousent dissolv

Portlaud, February 4,1888.

IbbffdSw

•hoald

tle.

H. H.

HAy7^>HUOOIST.

of Free and Middle Streets,
AGENT FOR PORTLAND, ME.
Sold in Bath by Dr. S. Anonnson A Sow.
HALL A KUCKEL.
_
febl eodtm*
Sole Agents, New York.
Junction

_

Attend!
Gray Beards,
experience,

and jroan of

Twtnl. Year.'

the
AFTER
experiment, I here et lent fbend

For coloring Heir In the world.

™I*do
P1A*eaU

not wi.b to

droMing

oea

be

I u, It boldly, and

.ell it to any rabel,

.applied

at

or

rebel «ym

wholeoale price, by ed>

J0HH M T0DD> Portleed Me.
Oet. M.dRwtf.

